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Introduction

Let 5 be the strip in the plane of the complex variable w = u +iv defined by

the relations

<t>-(u) < v < 4>+(u), — oo  < M < + «J,

where <p-(u), <p+(u) are continuous for — <x> <u<+ oo. Let 6(u) =<p+(u) — 4>-(u)

and ip(u) = § [<f>+(u) +(/>_(«)]. 5 can be mapped conformally onto the strip

\y\ <tt/2 of the z-plane, z=x+iy, by means of an analytic function

z = Z(w) =X(w)+iY(w) in such a manner that limu»+oo X(w) = + <». The

principal object of this paper is to obtain asymptotic expressions for Z(w)

and its derivative Z'(w) as w—>+ °°. For this purpose two inequalities con-

cerning the difference X(w2) — X(wx) (wx = Ux+ivx, Wí = u2+íví in S) are estab-

lished which are similar to certain inequalities of AhlforsC), but which, due

to some assumptions regarding the smoothness of the boundary of S, yield

sharper estimates for large values of Ux and u2.

We say that S is an L-strip(2) with the boundary inclination y at u = + °°,

|-y| <ir/2, if, for u2>Ux,

<P+(U2)  — 4>+(Ux) <p-(Ui)   — <¡>-(Ux)
-1 -

«2  —  Ux «2  —   Ml

approach the same limit, tan y, as Ux and u2-*+ oo simultaneously. The two

inequalities in question (the "basic inequalities") are then as follows:

I. If S is an L-strip with the boundary inclination 7 = 0 at m= + °o, then

r«'i + ^,2(m) i /•« e'2(u)
X(W2) - X(w,)  ^ 7T   I        -— du -j- —— du + 0(1),

Jur 6(u) 12JUl     6(u)

where o(l)—+0 as Ux, u2—>+ °°, uniformly, with respect to vx and v2.

II. If S is an L-strip as in I and if, in addition, <p+ (u) and <pl (u) are con-

tinuous and of bounded variation for «o is u %. + oo, then

r « l + t'2(u) «•/•»» e'2(u)
X(wí) - X(wx) ^ ir-—du-I      —^-~du + o(l).

JU1        e(u) 4 Ju¡    d(u)

Presented to the Society, January 1, 1941; received by the editors January 23, 1941.

(') Ahlfors [l, p. 10 and p. 16]. The number in the brackets refers to the author's paper

quoted in the bibliography.

(2) For a justification of this notation see §1 (b).
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If now the integral fû0[8'2(u)/d(u)]du converges, I and II together yield

an asymptotic expression for the difference X(w2)—X(wi):

cut    I   +f'i(u)
X(w2) — X(wi) = x I      -du + o(í) as «i, u2 —► + <».

JU1        0(w)

Combining this with a result on F(w) established in this paper under the

same hypothesis as in I, we obtain the following asymptotic representation

for Z(w) :

ru   1 + t'2(t)                v - f(u)
Z(w) = X + x I      -dt + iw-h o(l),        as«->+ »,

K      ö(0 *(«)
uniformly with respect to v. Here X is a real constant.

As to Z'(w), we find under the same hypothesis as in I,

■K

Z'(w) ~- as u —» + 00,
0(w)

uniformly in any subregion Sß-. {(\v—\f/(u)\)/6(u)^ß/ir} where O<0<7r/2.

The "approach of u to + °° in any .S/' is the analogue of the "approach within

any angle" in the case of a finite boundary point at which the boundary curve

possesses a tangent. In this connection we obtain an extension of Cara-

théodory's well known theorem which states that the map of a region bounded

by a Jordan curve onto a circle is quasi-conformal at a boundary point which

is the vertex of a corner (cf. §16).

Similar expressions for Z(w) and Z'(w) are obtained when y^Q, but

\y\ <ir/2. Further theorems are derived as corollaries from the above men-

tioned results.

An important part in the proof of some of these results is played by a

theorem of A. Ostrowski (cf. §2) which deals with the argument of the deriva-

tive of the mapping function in a neighborhood of a point at which the bound-

ary curve has a cusp. In the present paper a new proof of this theorem is

given.

By the use of suitable transformations these results can be applied to the

study of the mapping function in a neighborhood of a boundary point for

various boundary configurations. Let F be a closed Jordan curve in the

co-plane, R the interior of T, let r = f(co) map R conformally onto the circle

I f — 11 < 1, let Wo be a point on T and let f (w0) = 0. By means of simple loga-

rithmic transformations, asymptotic expressions for f («) and f'(co) as w—koo

are derived from the above stated results. In particular, when V possesses a

tangent at o)0, the expression for Ç(co) yields a new criterion for the existence

of the derivative of f(co) at wo (i.e., limu«Uo f(co)/(co — co0) for unrestricted ap-

proach). Another case is that in which T has a cusp at wo. It was partly for

the purpose of treating this case that the present investigation was started.
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In addition to the asymptotic expressions for f (co) and f'(w) as co—->«o we ob-

tain some extensions of earlier results on the cusp which are due to Ostrowski.

Other applications include the study of £"(co) for a region 7? whose boundary

contains two "concurrent" spirals. These spirals may both approach a single

"asymptotic" point o>o, or else the set of their limiting points might be a more

general point set which forms a prime end of 7?.

I. Preliminaries

1. Definitions. We begin with a few definitions which will be used in the

paper.

(a) Simple Jordan strip. Let C+ and C_ be two curves in the w-plane

(w=u+iv) represented by continuous functions

v = <j>+(u),    v = <t>-(u),        u 2: «o,    4>+(u) > <t>-(u),

respectively, and let Cx be a Jordan arc(3) which lies in the half-plane wi£wo

and connects the finite end points of C+ and C_. 7"Ae curve C, consisting of C+, C_

and Cx decomposes the complex plane into two regions (by Jordan's theorem). Let

S be the one which contains the region

4>-(u) < v < (j>+(u), Mo < u < + œ.

We call S a simple Jordan strip.

We set d(u) =4>+(u)—<p-(u) and denote by 6U the segment [<Rw = u,

<p-(u)^vf¿<p+(u)}.

(b) L-tangent at u = + oo ; L-strip. Let C be a curve represented by the

equation v =4>(u) where <p(u) is continuous for ua^u<+ <x>. We say that C has

an L-tangent with the angle of inclination y, — tt/2 ^y fíir/2 at u= + <x>, if the

angle of inclination of any chordwxW2 of C (wx — Ux+ivx, w2 = u2 + iv2), mi<m2,

approaches the limit y when Ux and u2 approach + oo simultaneously, or, in

other words, if for every e>0 there exists an R(e) >0 such that for the principal

value of the argument,

I arg (w2 — wx) — 7 | < e when u2 > Ux > R(e).

Let S be a simple Jordan strip whose boundary curves C+ and C_ have both

L-tangents at u = + oo with the angles of inclination y+ and 7_ , |7+| <ir/2,

\y~\ <t/2, respectively. Then, for sufficiently large u, say u^Ux^uo, 0(u) has

bounded difference quotients and hence d'(u) exists for u^Ux, except possibly for a

set of measure zero. Furthermore, 8'(u) is bounded and 6(b) — 6(c) = Jbß'(u)du,

b^c^ux-

If, in particular, the L-tangents of C+ and C_ at u = + °o have the same angle

of inclination y, then we call S an L-strip with the boundary inclination y at

M = + oo .

(3) C\ may pass through the infinite point ("w= — x ").
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The definition of an L-tangent at u = + =° is patterned after that of an

L-tangent to a curve at a finite point(4). Let 0 be a Jordan arc which possesses

a tangent at one of its end points, P. If the angle of inclination of every chord

-P1P2 of 0 (Pit^P^, approaches that of the tangent at P as Pi and P2 approach

P simultaneously, then we say that 0 has an L-tangent at P.

2. A theorem of Ostrowski on L-cusps. Let T be a closed Jordan curve.

If, in a neighborhood of a point P of T, V consists of two branches T+ and T_

each of which possesses a tangent at P, and if the interior angle made by these

two tangents is 6, 0 < 8 ̂  2ir, then we shall say that V has a corner of measure d

at P. The limiting case where 0 = 0 will be called a cusp. If both tangents at P

are ¿-tangents then we shall say that V has an L-corner (0 > 0) or an L-cusp

(6 = 0) at P.

The following theorem is due to A. Ostrowski(5).

Theorem I. (Ostrowski.) Let Y be a closed Jordan curve in the w-plane which

has an L-cusp at the point P of T, and let w=/(f) map the circle |f| <1 cow-

formally onto the interior of T in such a manner that f = 1 corresponds to P. Then,

for any determination of the argument in f] <1, lim¡-_i arg [/'(f)(f — 1)] exists

for unrestricted approach.

This theorem is an extension of a theorem by Lindelöf(6) on arg/'(f) in the

case that Y has an L-corner of measure 0=ir at P, and was first stated and

proved by Ostrowski(6). We give here a proof of this theorem, which is differ-

ent from the one by Ostrowski. It follows to some extent the ideas which

Lindelöf used in proving his theorem.

Proof of Theorem I. (i) It may be assumed that P is the point co = 0, that

r_ follows r+ when T is traversed in the mathematically positive direction

and that the ¿-tangents to T+ and T_ at co = 0 fall on the negative real axis.

Then we have, for a proper choice of the determination of the argument for

coi and u2 on T_,

(2.1) lim arg (u>2 — 01) = -w       (wi between w = 0 and co2)

and for Wi and co2 on T+ ,

(2.2) lim arg (co2 — a>i) = 2ir    (co2 between a>i and o = 0).

Let y+ and 7_ be subarcs of Y+ and T_ , respectively, such that both have

co = 0 as an end point and that for all coi, co2 on y_

(2.3) I arg (a>2 — 101) — -k \ < 7r/8 (coi between o2 and w = 0)

(4) The idea of an ¿-tangent at a finite point was introduced by Lindelöf, [l, pp. 89-91],

the term "L-tangent" by Ostrowski [l, p. 93].

(È) Ostrowski [1, pp. 181-183].

(6) Lindelöf [l, pp. 89-91].
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and for all toi, o)2 on 7+ ,

(2.4) I arg (012 — <¿x) — 2ít | < w/8 (w2 between w = 0 and uix).

It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that y_ and y+ can be represented in the

form (co = £+irf) :

V = g-(0,        V = g+(t),

respectively. Both of these functions are continuous and have derivatives al-

most everywhere in a certain interval £o^£isO (£o<0). We can assume both

functions have a derivative at £0, so that 7_ and y+ have tangents at the

points Px (£0, g-(£o)) and P2 (£0, g+(£o)), respectively. Denote the arcs OPx

and 0P2 by TJ.  and Y+ , respectively.

Let 7 be an arc with continuously turning tangent which joins Px and P2,

which has the same tangents at Px and P2 as Y, and which lies in the interior

7? of T except for its end points. Call Vx the closed Jordan curve formed by 7,

r_' and r+'. We shall prove the theorem first for the function u> =/i(f) which

maps the circle |f| <1 onto the interior 7?i of Ti, and for which /r(l) =0.

(ii) We establish first an auxiliary inequality. Let abe a point on T+ and b

a point on TJ (so that 'Ra ^£0, lib^Co). If that determination of the argument

is chosen which lies between —tt/2 and 3tt/2 (inclusive),

(2.5) -~^aTg(b-a)^7T + ~-
8 8

Assume first that <r\ö>£r\a. Then only the left-hand side of (2.5) needs

proof, since then arg (b — a) f=ic/2. Draw the line £=£r\a. This line intersects

r_' in a point a' whose ordinate is greater than that of a. By use of elementary

properties of the angles of a triangle, it is easily seen that

arg (b — a) ïï arg (b — a'),        arg (¿> — a') 2ï — tt/8,

because of (2.3), since b and a' are both on r__' and b is between a' and 0. The

casef^ô <<r\a is treated similarly. If cRß=cRJ), arg (b— a) =ir/2 and (2.5) is true,

(iii) Let fx(eiH) and fx(eiH) be interior points of TJ and TJ, respec-

tively, 0 < 0i < 02 < 27T, and let 50 be a positive number which is less than

min ¡0i, 2t — 9î} and also so small that (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied on the

arcs of Ti corresponding to O5|0i£0i+5o and 02 — ôo^0^27r of |f| =1, re-

spectively. Since co=/i(f) is continuous and univalent on | f | =1,

Q(6; 5) m arg [fx(e^$+^) - fx(eie)],    0 < 5 ^ 50, 0 fixed,

is continuous for all real 9, once the determination for one value, say 0 = 0,

is selected. Since (2.3) holds on TJ, Q(9; 5) can be determined by the condi-

tion I Ç(0; ô)— 7r| <7t/8. We have then also

(2.6) I Q(d; 5) - w I < tt/8 for 0 ^ 6 ̂  9t.
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We assert now that

(2.7) | Q(6; Ô) - lie | < ir/8 for 62 - 5 g 6 g 2ir - 5.

To prove this it is sufficient to show that

(2.8) \Q(fa;&) - 2ir|  < ir/8.

For since (2.4) holds on thearc of Tiwhich corresponds tothearc 62— ôo = 0 = 2ir

of |f | =1 and (7(0; è) is continuous in 0, (2.7) will then follow.

To prove (2.8) we observe first that for any 0,

(2.9) Q(0 + 2ir; 5) - Q(8; 8) = 2ir.

This is an application of the principle of the argument, since the function

/i(fßiS)~~ /i(f) is regular in | f | < 1, continuous in | f | á 1, and has exactly one

zero,f = 0,in|r| =1.
Now let Q(62; 5) = &2+2fc7r where k is an integer and | A2I <ir/8 (because

of (2.4)). Since (7(0; 5) is continuous, it follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that for

02 = 0 = 2ir

(2.10) 2¿ir - ir/8 ^ Ç(0; «) =" 2¿ir + ir + ir/8.

Let 0(0; Ô)=hi+TT, \hi\ <ir/8 by (2.6). Then by (2.9)

Q(2ir; 5) = ki + 3x

and hence by (2.10) for 0 = 2ir

2¿ir - ir/8 =" hi + 3ir g 2¿ir + ir + ir/8.

The left-hand side of this inequality implies ¿5=1, the right-hand side ¿ = 1,

so that k = 1 and (2.8) is proved.

If we set Wl=/i(ei9), w2=/i(ei(,,+{)) then (2.6) shows that Q(6; Ô) for

0^0^01 is identical with the determination of arg (co2—Wi) chosen in (2.1).

Hence, by (2.1), Q(d; ô)—>ir as 0 and ô approach 0 simultaneously. Similarly,

we infer from (2.7) and (2.2) that (7(0; 5)^2tt as 0^2ir and 5^0 with the

restriction that Q^2ir—b.

Finally we note that there exists an M>0 such that for all Og0 = 2ir and

all 0<O^So

(2.11) \Q(6;8)\^M.

For 0^0^01  this follows from  (2.6)  for 02-5 = 0 = 2ir-ô from  (2.7),  for

2ir-ô^0^2ir from (2.10) with k = l, and for 01 = 0^02-á from (2.3), (2.4)

and the fact that y has a continuously turning tangent,

(iv) For fixed ô ̂  ô0, the function

fi(ten) - /i(f)
g(f;g)=-        ,.       ' forf^0,g(0;0)=//(0),

f(e,s - 1)
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is regular in |f| <1, continuous in |f| ¿1, and never vanishes because fx(Ç)

is univalent in |f| ^1. Therefore, any branch of arg g(f; 5) is harmonic in

| f | < 1 and continuous in | if| S» 1. We choose that branch of arg g(f ; ô) which

reduces to

Q(6; Ô) - 5/2 - 6 - tt/2, 0 ^ 0 ^ 2tt,

for |f| =1. Consider now, for |f| <1, the harmonic function

(2.12)       PÜ-; 5) = arg [|(f; 5)(f - 1)] = arg g(f; 5) + arg (f - 1),

where arg (f — 1) is determined by the condition that it reduces to tt for f = 0.

P(f ; ô) is bounded in | f | < 1 and it has continuous boundary values on | f | =1

except at f = l. Hence it can be represented by the Poisson integral

1  r2T (i - p2)de
P(f;í)=— I       P(ei(,;5)-

2-kJo 1 + p2- 2pcos(0-«)
f = pe¿«,    p < 1.

(v)  Let e>0 be given. Then by our statement at the end of section (iii)

there exists an r¡ = 7](e) <e/4 such that, for all positive ô^min (ô0, r¡) :

Q(6; 5) - t I < e/4 for 0 ^ 0 ^ 17(2.13)

and

(2.14) | «3(0; 5) - 2tt I < e/4      for 2tt - v ^ 0 á 2ir - 5.

Observing that, for the determination of arg (f — 1) selected in (2.12)

arg (eie - 1) =-1-
2        2

0 < 0 < 2tt,

we find, for O<0<?7,

| P(eie;ô) - Tr | =
5 7T /0 7t\

^ | 0(0; 5) - T | + _ + L_i

^ lee«;*) — t| + 7 + 7
and for 2ir — rj ̂  0 ;£ 27T — 5,

I Pie"; 5) - Tr | ^ | <3(0; 5) - 2tt | H-H —

^ | 0(0; 5) - 2^ | + - + j

Because of (2.13) and (2.14), we have therefore
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E E E E 
, P(e i9 • ~) - 11", < - + - + - = -

, 4 8 8 2 
(2.15) 

for 0 ~ 8 ~ ." and 211" - ." ~ 8 ~ 211" - ~. 

To estimate the difference I per; 0) -11"1 we decompose the Poisson integral 
as follows: 

1 {f 1 f 2"-1 f 2 .. -6 f 2 .. } 
P(t;~) = - + + + . 

211" 0 1 2.--1 2.--6 

Then we find, from (2.15), (2.12), and (2.11), 

1 E f 1 (1 - p2)d8 
I P(t;~) - 11", ~ - -

211" 2 0 1 + p2 - 2p cos (8 - a) 
M + 211" 211"(1 - p2) + --- ----------:----:-

211" 1 + p2 - 2p cos (." -I a I) 
1 E f 2.--6 (1 - p2)d8 +-- --------

211" 2 2.--1 1 + p2 - 2p cos (8 - a) 
M + 211" ~(1 - p2) + . . 

211" (1 - p)2 

Now we keep r fixed and let O-tO. Since M is independent of 0, we find 

1 - p2 
, arg [jUt)(t - 1)] - 11" I ~ E + (M + 211") , , 

1 + p2 - 2p cos .(." - a ) 

Hence, as r-tl, 

(2.16) lim sup' arg [jt m(t - 1)] - 11", ~ E, 

q.e.d. 
(vi) It remains to prove the theorem for the original function f(t). The 

inverse function of w=f(r) maps RJ onto a region E of the circle Irl <1 and 
the arc P 10P2 of r 1 onto an arc of the circumference I rl = 1 which contains 
r=1 as an interior point. If r=r(s), r(l)=l, is a suitably chosen function 
which maps the circle lsi <1 onto E, thenfl(s) =f(r(s». By Schwarz's reflec-
tion principle, res) is regular at r = 1 and t(l) ¢O. Now we have, in a suffi-
ciently small neighborhood of r=l, Ir' <1, 

and 

arg f'm = arg f{ (s) - arg t'(s) 

t - 1 
arg [j'(t)(t - 1)] = arg [j{ (s)(s - 1)] - arg t'(s) + arg -- . 

s - 1 
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Letting f—>1 in |f| <1 and consequently s—>1 in |s| <1, we find the desired

result from (2.16).

3. An application. As an application of Theorem I we prove the following

Theorem II. Let S be an L-strip with the boundary inclination 7 = 0 ai

u=+ ». Let w=W(z), z=x+iy, map the strip \y\ <ir/2 conformally onto S

in such a manner that %W(x+iy)—>+ oo as x—>+ oo. Then

(a) For a suitable choice of the branch of the argument, lim,_+0O arg W'(z)=0,

for unrestricted approach.

(b) For Zx and z2 in any fixed strip \y\ ^ß<-rr/2 which satisfy the condition

\z2 — zx\ ÚM (M a constant), lim [W'(zi)/W'(zx)] = l as xx = cRßx (and hence

Xi = %Zi) approaches + oo, uniformly in \y\ ußO-

Proof, (a) The transformation w = l/w maps 5 onto a region 7? bounded

by a closed Jordan curve(8) T in such a manner that u = + oo corresponds to

co = 0. Let Wx and w2 be two points on one of the boundary curves C+ or C_ of S

and wi= 1/wi and co2 = 1/wi their images on T. Since 5 is an L-strip with the

boundary inclination 7 = 0 at m = +oo, the principal value of arg w

( — ix <arg w^tt) is single-valued in 5 if u =1{w is sufficiently large, and arg wx

and arg w2 approach 0 as Wx and w2 approach oo along C+ or C_. Hence, it

follows from the relation arg (co2— Ux) =arg (wx — w2) — arg Wx — arg w2, which

holds when the principal value is taken for each of the arguments, provided

'■B<Wx>'Kw2 and both are sufficiently large, that T has an L-cusp at co = 0.

Let now, for |f| <1, z = log [(l+f)/(l — f)] be the branch of the logarithm

which is 0 when f = 0. The function

1 1 +f
CO  = /(f)   = -) Z  =  log -

W(z) ël-f

maps the circle | f | < 1 conformally onto 7?. It can be defined as a continuous

function in |f | ¿1, and then/(l) =0. Hence by Theorem I,

lim arg [/'(f)(f - 1)] = /

exists, or

lim arg W'(z) = lim arg \(W(z))2f'(i;)-1 = /
I-.+«. f^i        L 2     J

exists. That this limit is 0 for a suitable choice of the branch of the argument

can be seen in the following way. The image L in the w-plane of the real axis

(') Part (b) is due to Ostrowski [l, p. 185, relation (68.6), and p. 177, relation (64.2)].

(8) If the arc G of the boundary curve of 5 passes through w = », r will have a double

point at w = 0. In this case, however, T will be a Jordan curve on the Riemann surface of

(w —a)1'2 for a suitable choice of the point a (a¿¿0).
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in the z-plane by means of w = W(z) has a tangent at the point W(x) which

forms the angle arg W'(x) with the positive w-axis. If 7^0, we may assume

that I is also not a multiple of 27r. Since L lies in S, the slope of any chord

through two points W(x0) and W(xî), x0 fixed, will approach 0 as Xi^+ oo, no

matter how large x0 might be chosen. On the other hand, limx,+00 arg W'(z) =1

implies that L has an Z-tangent with the direction I at u = + «j, which is im-

possible unless / = 0 or a multiple of 27T.

(b) To prove part (b) we note first: If F(z) = U(z)-\-iV(z) is regular for

|y| <ir/2 and if limx,+00 V(z) = V0 in \y\ <ir/2, then uniformly in any fixed

sub-strip \y\ ^0<ir/2, Iim*,.^ F'(z)=0(9).
This statement follows immediately from the integral representation(10) :

i    C2" i    C2T r
F'(z) = — (      V(z + reie)e~iedd = — I       [V(z + re*") - V0]e-i$d8,

irr J a irr J o

where 0<r<ir/2— 0, z = x+iy, \y\ uß-
Now, if 2i and z2 are points in \y\ ^0<ir/2, and |z2 — zx\ SJAf,

= o(\zí — Zi\) = o(\)

as Xi—*<», uniformly in \y\ 5=0. Applying this result to

F(z) = log W'(z) = log | W'(z) | + i arg IF'(z)

and using the result of part (a), we have, for | z2 — Zi\ ^M,

lim    [log W'(z2) - log W'(zi)] = 0

or

,.       »"(22)       ,lim   - = 1,
,,-H--   W(Z,)

q.e.d.

4. Some auxiliary results. As an application of Theorem II we prove the

following

Lemma 1. Let S be an L-strip in the w-plane with the boundary inclination 0

at u = + ». For all u exceeding a certain number ui, let lu denote a line segment

within S which joins the point w = u-\-i<p-(u) of C_ with some point of C+ and

which forms the angle y(u), limu,+00 y(u)=Q, with the positive v-axis(11). Let

(") This result is well known; see for example, Wolff [l, p. 221, §6], Ostrowski [2, p. 23,

Theorem V, Part 3]. For the last part of this proof compare Ostrowski [2, p. 31, Theorem VII ].

(10) Copson [l, p. 88, Example l].

(n) The angle 7 which a line forms with the positive !>-axis is the smaller of the two angles

between them (if there be a smaller one), and it is considered as positive if the direction of rota-

tion fromthe positive u-axis to the line is counterclockwise.

F(z2) - F(zi) -I/'F'tt)d[
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z = Z(w) = X(w)+iY(w) map the strip S conformally onto the strip \y\ <ir/2

in such a manner that \\mu^+x X(w) = + ». If

x* = max X(w),        x* = min X(w), m(u) = max  | argZ'(w) |,
W^lu WÇ^IU W^lu

then, for all sufficiently large u,

x* — x* á 2x tan \m(u) + \ y(u) \ } —> 0 as u —> + » .

Proof. By Theorem I, a suitable branch of arg Z'(w) approaches 0 uni-

formly in S as m—>+ ». Let, for u ^u2^Ux, | arg Z'(w) \ <tt/8, |7(m)|<7t/8.

The image of lu in the z-plane by means of z = Z(w), is an arc X« joining

z* = Z(u+ùp-(u)) on y = —tt/2 with a point on y=ir/2. If wÇJu (w in the in-

terior of S), then X„ has a tangent at z = Z(iv) which forms the angle

r = arg Z'(w)+y(u) with the positive y-axis. A simple application of the

mean value theorem shows that no point of Xu is in the exterior of the isos-

celes triangle whose top is at z*, whose base is on y=ir/2 and whose angle

at z* is 2[m(u)+ \ y(u)\ ]. The base of this triangle is 2ir tan [m(u)+ \ y(u)\ ],

and therefore x* — x* ^ 2ir tan \m(u) + \ y(u) | ].

Theorem 111. Let S be a simple Jordan strip and let z = Z(w) = X(w) + i Y(w)

map S conformally onto the strip \y\ <ir/2 in such a manner that lim„^+K, X(w)

= + ». Let Wx = ux+ivx, Wi = u2+iv2, m0 = «i = «2, xx = X(wx), x2 = X(w2). Then

(a) the integral

f2   du
(4.1) -ïï I      - ^ Xi — xx + 47t;

J ui     0(«)

(b) if S is an L-strip with the boundary inclination 0 at u = + »,

C "2   du
(4.2) ir I      - ^ x2 — xi + o(l) as m—> + »,

J m   6(u)

uniformly with respect to Vx, v2.

Proof, (a) Part (a) is a theorem of Ahlfors (see Ahlfors [l, p. 10] or

Nevanlinna [l, p. 92]).
(b) In the proof of (4.1) an inequality (Ahlfors [l, p. 8, relation (3) or

Nevanlinna [l, p. 90, relation (35)]) is first derived which contains the fol-

lowing

•/:

du

6(u)
^ x2  — X*l,

where x*i = minu,e9u X(w), ï2*=max„gju X(w). Now, by Lemma 1, (applied

with lu = 9u), x2*—x2—»0 and Xi— x*i^0 as Mt—>+». Hence, if we write

x2*=x2+(x2* — x2), x*i=Xi+(x*i — xx), the result (4.2) follows immediately.
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II.   THE FIRST BASIC INEQUALITY

5. Statement of Theorem IV. The content of Theorem IV (b) will be re-

ferred to as the first basic inequality.

Theorem IV. Let S be a simple Jordan strip and let the functions v =(j>+(u)

and v=4>-(u) representing the boundary curves C+ and C_ of S have uniformly

bounded difference quotients for u^Ua. Let

0(u) = 4>+(u) - 4>-(u),        \p(u) = %[<f>+(u) + 4>-(u)].

Suppose that the function w= W(z) = U(z)-\-iV(z), z=x-\-iy, maps the strip

I y I <ir/2 conformally onto S in such a manner that x = + » corresponds to

u = + co. Let Zi = xi-\-iyi and z2 — x2-\-iy2 be two points in \y\ <ir/2, xi <x2, and

let ui= U(zi), u2= U(Zi).

(a) If |(/>+' (u) | and |(/>_' (u)\ ^m for u = Mo, there is an xo, depending on uo,

such that for xo ̂  Xi < x2

/•«s i + t'2(u)       ir ru2 6'2(u)
(5.1) x2 - xi =" ir -—-<7mH- -du + 8ir(l + im2).

J«!      e(u) i2JUl   e(u)

(b) If S is an L-strip with the boundary inclination 7 = 0 at «= + <», then

r •• l + f2(u) r c »! e'2(u)
(5.2) Xi — xi ^ ir \      -du H-I      -du + o(l)

JU1        6(u) 12JU1    6(u)

as aci—>+ °°, uniformly with respect to yi, y2.

Remark. Ahlfors proves [l, pp. 12-16] the following theorem. Let 5 be a

region represented in the form — 8(u)/2<v<8(u)/2, — =o <«< + <», where

8(u) is of bounded variation in any finite interval and 0<8(u) <L for all u.

Then, if Xi, x2, Ui, w2 have the same meaning as in Theorem IV,

r^   du 8m + V
(5.3) X2 - Xi ^ ir   I-h 8ir + lóiri,2-,

J .,  e(u) e4m

where 9m is the infimum of 8(u) for Mi —4Z, = wíáw2+4Z, and V is the total

variation of 62(u) in this interval. (It should be noted that \¡/(u)=0 here be-

cause 5 is symmetrical with respect to the real axis.) While the hypotheses of

Theorem IV regarding the smoothness of the boundary of S are more strin-

gent than those of Ahlfors' theorem, Theorem IV contains no restriction as to the

symmetry of 51 or boundedness of 0(w). Moreover, since V=2f^2J^iL_iL8(u)

\dd(u)\, for continuous 8(u),

ei + V Li r "="2+4L I dd(u) I )
(5.4) lóiri,2- ^16ir— «1 + 2  I-},

et e2m {        Ju^-iL    e(u)   )
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and this shows that under the hypotheses of Theorem IV (b) the "remainder"

term irf%i(6'2(u)/9(u))du+o(l) is smaller than the one in (5.3) if wi is suffi-

ciently large. This becomes important in the case when lim infu^+00 9(u) =0,

since then (5.4) is not bounded as u2—>+ » (ux fixed), while f*l(9'2(u)/9(u))du

converges for very general classes of functions 8(u).—In the proof of Theorem

IV (as well as in that of Theorem VI below) we make use of Ahlfors' method

of relating area and arc length employed in the proof of his inequalities.

6. Proof of Theorem IV. 1. Let for xi^x^x2, a<U(z)<b. We assume

first that the functions <p+(u) and <p-(u) have two continuous derivatives for

a^u^b.

The functions

(6.1)      ü = h(u)
■qdt *(«)

r¡ > 0, a constant,
'„„ (0(/)(l +*2))1'2 6(u)

map the domain S(a, b): {<p_(u) ¿v^<p+(u), a^u^b} in a one-to-one and

continuous manner onto a rectangle: {ä^ü^b, \v\ ^l} of the w-plane,

w = ü+iv. The function W(z) maps the line segment [x, |y| ^ir/2 ], Xi^x^x2,

onto a rectifiable arc lx in S and the transformation (6.1) carries lx into a recti-

fiable arc lx within the strip | ü| ^1 of the w-plane. If the variable arc lengths

of lz and lx are denoted by 5 and s, respectively, the

/'   ds C T'2 ds
— ds =   I        — | W'(x + iy) | dy.

ix ds J -T/t ds

Since lx connects a point on the line S = +1 with another on v = — 1, its length

is greater than or equal to 1. Hence,

U"2 ás, ,     ) 2 rT<2 /ds\2
— | W'(x + iy) | dy }  ^ tt ( — ) | W'(x + iy) \2dy.

-r/i ds ) J -.it \ds/

Now, if u(s), v(s) denote the parametric representation of lx in terms of s,

/ds\2     /dû du\2     /i

\ds)      \du ds/      \c

'dv du      dv dv\2

ydu ds      dv  ds/

-[**»■'■©!

r /^\H (du\2

I dv    du     dv   f
+ 2 —    —    —   (A';

I dv     ds     ds   \

(/ /dv\2Vi2du

-{(*■**+U) 7s

/du\2        dv  dv du dv

\ds/ du dv ds ds mdv\2

ds)

(«) +

+

/dv\2\in     /dv\2/dv\2

\du) ) \dv) \ds)

}'

dv

ds
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Hence, by Schwarz's inequality,

/dv\2    /dv\2-*■» + ©+ (5>

since (du/ds)2+(dv/ds)2= 1. Observing that (we leave off the argument u)

dv df + (v - W dv       1

du S2 dv       8

(\p't 8' are derivatives with respect to u), we find at every point (u, v) of lx

,* *W^ "2 ,   0V'2 + 2(^ - ^)00V + (^ - ^)20'2  ,    1        M      .(6.3) I — J S-■ H-= /(«, s).
W      0-(«2+l) 84 82

Hence, from (6.2)

/»/s /(í/(z), F(z)) | W'(x + i» |2rfy.
-x/2

Integrating this inequality between the limits xi, x2 with respect to x, we find

/' « /• W2<fx I        f(U(z), V(z)) I IT(x + iy) \2dy.
xi J -i/2

Now, introducing the variables (u, v) in place of (x, y) by means of the

transformation w= W(x+iy), we obtain

X2 — xi ^ ir I   I      /(«, v)dudv
J J (r>

where 7" is the image of the rectangle Xi<x<X2, |y| <ir/2, in the w-plane.

If w*i = min|!/|gx/2 U(xi-\-iy) and W2*=max|„|g,r/2 U(x2-\-iy), it is clear that Tïs

contained in the region <j>-(u) <v<<p+(u), u*i<u<u2*. Using this fact and

substituting the value in (6.3) for f(u, v) , we find

-¿»¿M + 1T1J2    I

uM     *7*_(u) 02(«) ■'m,     *7 «_(u

J J
U2    /• *+(») 2(j, - ^)00V' + (» - £>20'2

+ x I -¿i>dtt.
04

The integration with respect to v can be easily carried through. The first two

integrals yield the result
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r'l| Tp'2(u) Çuï      du
TV    I -  du   +   TT-n2    I -   •

./«.,     e(u) Jutl i + u2

The third integral is equal to

ru2    0V r "*2 2 / 0 y 0'2 i /■ « 0'2(m)
2x1      0-du + TT I      — I — ] — du = — I      -du.

Ju„       d3 Jutl   3\2j 6* 12 JW1   0(m)

Hence we finally obtain

' "» 1 + yp'2(u) rr   {•"' 8'2(u) ("°      du/•V2 1 +^'2(m) tt   ft 6'2(u) rx
I - ¿M   H-I - ¿M   +   7T772    I -

Ju.,     e(u) nJu„  e(u) J-x i ->-"*

This inequality is true for every -q. Keeping xi, x2 fixed and letting r¡—>0 we find

r »5 1 + ¡P'2(u) tt    f "« 0'2(m)
(6.4) X2 — xi ^ x I      -du -\-I      -du.

Ju.,        6(u) 12 J„,,    0(m)

2. If the hypothesis made at the beginning of part 1 of this proof (that

4>+(u) and <p-(u) have continuous second derivatives for a^u^b) is not satis-

fied, we replace the arcs ß+: v=cp+(u) and /3_: v=<j>-(u), afkufíb' (b'>b) by

certain arcs /3+J and ß(_?' for which this assumption is true and which converge

to ß+ and /3_ , respectively, as w—>+ ». We proceed as follows:

Since <p+(u) and <j>-(u) have bounded difference quotients, <j>+ (u) and

4>J (u) exist almost everywhere in a^u^b' and are, in absolute value, less

than or equal to m. There exist therefore two sequences of continuous func-

tions, <pj (u; n) and </>_' (u; n), a^u^b, such that

/» 6 /» b
| <j>'+(u; n)—<j>'+(u) | du—>0,  I     | <¿¿(m; w) — 4>'-(u) |á«-+Oas«->oo,

a J a

(6.5.2) I <b+(u; n) | g 2m,   \ 4>L(u; n) \ ^ 2m,      n S » S i, » = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ,

á    , d    ,
(6.5.3) —<j)+(u;n),   —<p_(u;n) exist and are continuous for a ^ m 5¡ ¿>.

¿M ¿M

Now wc define

(6.6)      <t>+(u; n) = <j>+(a) +  |    <b'+(t; n)dt,   0_(m; «) = </>_(a) +   I    4>'-(t;n)dt,
J a J a

a ^ u ^ b.

Furthermore, we may assume that <p+(o)^0 and 4>-(b)^0 and set for

bèu^b'

l - ?» /      IS    , 4>+(¿; «)
9+(m; m) = ?„ H-;-(m — 6)   where ç„ = -——- >

b' — b <b+(b)
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1 — pn 4>-(b ; «)
q~(u; n) = pn -\-(u — b) where p„ =->

V - b <b-(b)
and define

(6.7) <t>+(u; n) = <¡>+(u)q+(u; «), 4>-(u; n) = 4>-(u)l-(u'¡ n) for b ^ u ^ b'.

Then it is evident from (6.5.1), (6.6) and (6.7) that the arcs

0+  :    v = <t>+(u; n)    and   0_   :    v = <t>-(u; «), a ;£ u ^ b',

converge to the arcs 0+ and 0_, respectively, in the sense that

(6.8) lim 4>+(u; n) = <í>+(m),    lim <j>+(u; n) = <¡>-(u), uniformly for a :2 u S b'.
n—* oo n—♦ w

If now, for sufficiently large «, the arcs 0+ and 0_ are replaced by 0+' and

0("), respectively, we obtain a Jordan strip Sn whose boundary curves satisfy

the hypotheses stated in the theorem and in the beginning of part 1 of this

proof. Let Wn(z) be the function which maps the strip |y| <ir/2 onto S„ in

such a manner that x= + °o corresponds to w = + co and that W„(0) = W(0).

Then we may define u*¡ and u*<-n) for Wn(z) in the same way as m*i and u*

are defined for JF(z). Since 0+' and 0^ converge to 0+ and 0_, respectively,

in the above specified manner,

(6.9) lim w*i   = u*i,        lim Ui      = u2(12).
n—» » n—> »

Let 0„(w) and \¡/n(u) have the same meaning for S„ as 0(w) and ip(u) for 5.

We now apply (6.4) to the region S'n, where « is sufficiently large, and obtain

an analogous inequality in which 8, \[/', 8', u*i, and uf are replaced by

8n, ipn', 81, u(¿l, u*in), respectively. Here we let «—>°°, and it follows from

(6.5.1) and (6.5.2), that the inequality holds for the original region 5 without

the assumption of the existence of the second derivatives of <p+(«) and </>_(«).

(12) To see this, we may assume that w = 0 is neither in 5 nor on the boundary of S and

transform S and Sn by means of the function w = \/w into limited regions R and R„, respectively.

R and Rn are bounded by closed curves r and r„, respectively, which coincide except for the

arcs y " and y" of r„, the images of /3*"1 and ß"\ and y+ and y_ of T, the images of ß+ and /3_.

From (6.8) it follows that the curves T„ converge to T in the sense that their Fréchet distance

approaches 0. (The Fréchet distance d of two Jordan curves C and C is defined as follows:

For any continuous one-to-one transformation of Conto C, the distance of corresponding points

has a maximum. The greatest lower bound of these maxima for all possible transformations

is d.) If u„(f) and &j(f) map | f | < 1 conformally onto Rn and R, respectively, and if oin(0) =<<>(0)

and u„(l) =<o(l) =0 (the image of u = + °o), then it follows from a theorem of Radó [l, pp. 180-

186] that «„(f)—>w(f) uniformly in | f| ¿1 as re—»«. Now the functions Wn(z) and W(z) of the

text are

Wni.z) = Mf)]-', W(z) = [w(ï)]-\ where z = log —--,

and it follows therefore that W„(z)—>W(z) uniformly in any fixed rectangle £i ¿xá?2, \y\ £ir/2.

This implies (6.9).
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3. Now the proof is easily completed. We treat the cases (a) and (b) of

our theorem separately.

(a) By Theorem III (a),

ru'   du /*U2   du
x  I       - ^ Xi — xi + 4x = 4x, x  I       - ^ 4x.

J«.,  0(«) Ju,    0(m)

Moreover, since

1 + *'2(u) ^ 1 + m2,        0'2(u) ^ 4m2,

we find (5.1) from (6.4).

(b) In the case (b), we have by Theorem III (b),

•«i   du /*"**   du
o(l)

CUl   du r"2   du
-= o(l), -=

Ju.x 6(u) Ju,   6(u)

as wi—>+ », and by hypothesis

lim ¿'(u) =  lim 0'(m) = 0.
tt—*+« n—*+oo

From these facts (5.2) follows immediately.

7. A corollary of Theorem IV. If S is an L-strip with the boundary inclina-

tion 7 = 0aiw= + », for which the integrals

rx <t>'+(u) r°° <t>'-(u)
(7.1) I-du    and      I      -du    converge,

Ju,   o(u) Ju,   e(u)

and if z=Z(w) =X(w)+iY(w) maps S conformally onto the strip \y\ <x/2, in

such a manner that lim„_+00 X(w) = + », then there exists a constant X such that,

for w = u+ivÇ£S,

J'u  dt
-h o(l)   as m —> + », uniformly with respect to v.

uo HO

Proof. First we note that (7.1)implies the convergence oí f2(8'2(u)/6(u))du

and J^,(yj/'2(u)/9(u))du. Applying now Theorems III (b) and IV (b) we find

that, for Wx = ux+ivx, w2 = u2+iv2 in S, ux^u2,

/'U2   dt rui   dt
— + o(l) g X(Wi) - X(wx) SS x 777 + o(D,

m   6(t) JUl   6(t)

where o(l)—>0 as «i, W2—>+», uniformly with respect to vx, v2. If we set

A(w)=X(w)—TrJ"a[8(i)]~1dt, then (7.3) means that for every e there exists

an N(e) such that
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| A(wí) - A(wi) | < e if «2 = «i > N(e).

Hence (7.2) is true by Cauchy's convergence principle.

The condition (7.1) is very restrictive, since 0(m) might be of smaller order

of magnitude than <p+'2 (u) and </>_'2 (m). Our next aim is, therefore, to establish,

in place of Theorem III (b), a lower bound for the difference x2 —xi in terms

of the integral J%*{ (l+\//'2(u))/d(u) }du and of a suitable "remainder" term.

This inequality, combined with Theorem IV, will yield an asymptotic repre-

sentation for X(w) which will require only the existence of the integral

iï0(0'2(u)/0(u))du in place of (7.1).

III. The second basic inequality

8. Preliminaries. In order to derive the inequality indicated at the end

of §7 we shall establish several preliminary results.

(a) Let 5 be an i-strip in the w-plane with the boundary inclination y,

—ir/2^y^ir/2, at m= + ». Moreover, let its boundary curves C+: v = <p+(u)

and C_: v=<p-.(u), u^u0, satisfy the hypothesis that <j>+(u) and <p_' (u) are

continuous and of bounded variation in any finite interval contained in u^uo.

(b) Let s denote the variable arc length of C_ measured from u = uo and

w = w(s) the parametric representation of C_ by means of s as parameter. Let

a(s), — ir/2 <a(s) <ir/2, be the angle of inclination of the tangent to C- at

the point w(s).

(c) Since the boundary inclination of S at u = + =o is 7, there exists a

half-plane Hc: u^c, such that the angle of inclination of a tangent at any

point of C+ or C_ in Hc satisfies the relation

1 1       T
\ a — 7    < — •1 '       8

Let C+* and C* denote the parts of C+ and C_, respectively, which lie in Hc.

Application of the mean value theorem shows then that any straight line with

the angle of inclination 0, where

/ ir \ I       ir

i-('+T)l<7'
can intersect C+* and C_* in but one point each. Hence, there exists a number

cr>0 such that any normal to C_ at w(s), where s=cr, will intersect C+ and

C* in exactly one point each. The segment of this normal which lies in .S

will be denoted by A„, its length by A(s). Evidently A(s) is a continuous func-

tion for s^cr.

Denote the point w(s) by A, the other end point of A„ (on C+) by B and

the point u-\-i<j>+(u) by C (u ='E<w(s)). Since, in the triangle ABC, the angle A

approaches | 7| and B approaches ir/2 as s—> 00 , it follows by the law of sines

that
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A(S)
(8.1) lim  -= cos 7, u = cRw(s).

«-+- 0(m)

(d) For the following two lemmas we assume that hypothesis (a) is satis-

fied.

Lemma 2. Ifa'(s) is continuous for a Sa =s^b, and if A(s)a'(s) <1 in the

open interval a<s<b, then no two normals A„ a = s^b, intersect in 5(13).

Proof. We show first that no two normals A, of any closed subarc

a<a=s^ß<b of the arc a<s<b, intersect. If this assertion were not true,

there would exist a point A x (s = ax) and a point Bx (s = ôi) on C_, a = ai < b\ ^ ß,

such that A0l and A6] would intersect at some point DxÇLS(13). Let 7i be the

arc ai^siS&i. The curvilinear triangle AxBxDx lies entirely within S. Let

s'= (1/2)(ax+bx). Then A,' enters this triangle at the point s=s' of C_ and

will intersect either AxDx or 73iZ>i or both at some point 7?2£S. If 7?2 lies on

AxDx, we let 72 be the arc ai = s^s' and denote its end points by A2 (s = a2)

and 732 (s = b2) where Ö2 = ai, b2 = s'. Then A," where s" = (1/2)(a2+b2), will

intersect either AiD2 or B2D2 or both at some point D3. If 7?2 does not he on

AxDx, let 72be the arcs' =s=^b where nowai = s' and o2 = 6iand the end points

of 72 are again denoted by A2 and 732- Everything said about A," holds then

for this second choice of 72. Continuing in the manner indicated, we obtain a

sequence of intervals 7„ (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) whose end points we shall denote by

An (s=a„) and Bn (s = bn), a = an<bn^ß, such that lim»,,» art = lim„.00 bn = c

exist and that A„n and A„n intersect at some point L>„£S. By the law of sines,

we obtain from the triangle AnBnDn:

sin Dn       sin A „

A nBn BJDn

Since the angle An approaches x/2 as n—>» and the angle Dn = a(bn) —a(an)

= 0, and since BnDn ¿ A(6n) we find

a(bn) — a(an)               sin^„          1
lim- = lim-=-
n->» Ô„ —  an «->«    A(bn) A(c)

or

a'(c)A(c) = 1,

which contradicts the hypothesis.

To complete the proof of the lemma we must show that no A„ a<s<b,

intersects Aa or A0. Suppose A„0, a<s0<ö, intersected Ab at some point D0.

Then any AS1 with s0 <sx<b must intersect Ab, since it must intersect A„0 or Ab

and it cannot intersect A„0 (by the part already proved). Let B denote the

point s = b on C_. The point Dx at which A,, intersects Ab must lie on the seg-

(") The closure of a point set M in the complex plane will be denoted by M.
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ment BDa of Ab (for otherwise An would meet As„) and hence BD\<BDo

ÚA(b).
Let now {s„}, « = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • , s0<sn<s„+i<b, denote a sequence which

converges to b as w—>co, and let A„n intersect A¡, at Dn. For all «, BDn^BDi

<A(b). Call An the point s=sn on C_. Then, by the law of sines,

sin Dn       sin^4„       sin An
-=- >-.

AnB BDn BDi

Since the angle ^4„—>ir/2 as w—>°o and since D„=a(b) — a(sn),

a(b) - a(sn) 1 1
lim—-— è->-,     or    A(b)a'(b)>l,
«^»       b - sn BDi       A(b)

while the continuity of A(s)-a'(s) implies that A(b)a'(b) ;£ 1. A similar argu-

ment applies to the point s =a.

Lemma 3. Let Aa and At, v¿a<b, intersect at a point C in S. Suppose that

any of the angles, which a chord of C_ or of C+ through the end points(u) of As

and As-, a^s<s' ^b, forms with As and A,-, differs from w/2 in absolute value

by less than e, 0<e<ir/8(16). Then

(8.2) f
ds a(b) — a(a)

a  A(s) '      cos3 (2e)

Proof. Call the points s =a and s = b on C_, A and B, respectively. Draw A„,

a<s<b, and denote its end points on C_ and C+ by D and E, respectively.

DE will intersect either AC or BC or both. Suppose it intersects BC at a

point F. Call C the end point of Ab on C+. From the two triangles BDF and

C'EF we find by the law of sines

sin B sin C
DF = BF-, FE = FC-

sin D sin E

Since, by hypothesis, sin 5>sin (ir/2 — e) =cos e, sin C>cos e, we have

(8.3) A(s) = DF + FE > BC cos « = A(b) cos e.

If As intersects A„ we obtain in a similar way

(8.4) A(s) ^ A(a) cose.

Now, by the mean value theorem, /*[A(s)]^1<is = (b— a)/A(s) where

a<S<b. Hence, by (8.3) or (8.4)

(I4) If the end points of A» and A.,- on C+ coincide at a point P, then a chord through these

end points on C+ means the tangent to C+ at P.

(16) This condition will always be satisfied if a is sufficiently large (because of the hypothesis

in §8 (a)).
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/.

b  ds 1
á (b - a) ■

A(s) A(a) cos e

or

/:

ds 1
(b - a)

A(s) A(b) cos «

respectively.

From the triangle ABC we find

sin B cos e cos e
A(a)=AC = AB —- ^ AB-, A(b) è AB —-

sin C sin C sin C

so that

/:

ds        sin C b — a
-<-. -
A(s)       cos2 e    AB

Observing that the hypothesis regarding the chords of C_ implies that(le)

AB

cos (2e)

and that the angle C = a(b)—a(a), we obtain (8.2).

9.  "Invariant" formulation of the second basic inequality. We prove now

Theorem V. Let S be an L-strip which satisfies the hypothesis of §8 (a) and

let a(s), A„ and A(s) be defined as in §8 (b) and (c). Suppose that z = Z(w)

= X(w)+iY(w) maps S conformally onto the strip \y\ <ir/2 in such a manner

that X(w)—->+ » as u—>+ ». Let wx and w2 be points in S and A„ and AM

normals to C_ which pass through wx and w2, respectively (17). Let xx = X(wx),

x2 = X(wi). Then, if s2>slt

(9.1) X2 - x, ^ x f ' -4- - x(l + o(l))  f     | da(s) | + o(l)
J.x    A(s) J.^tl

where the second integral on the right-hand side is taken in the sense of Stieltjes

and o(l)—»0 as Si—>+ », uniformly in wx and w2..

(16) The tangents to any two points of the arc AB: a^s^b, of Cform an angle not exceed-

ing 2«. By the mean value theorem it follows therefore that the chord AB forms an angle of

measure less than 2e with the tangent to any point of the arc AB. Hence, if the arc AB is repre-

sented in the form y=f(x), AB being the x-axis, A the origin and B the point (/, 0), we have

r' AB
b - a =        (1 + [f'(x)]*yi*dx S 1(1 + tan2 (2c))"2 .-—- •

Jo cos (2e)

(") If <Rwl and 1^2 are sufficiently large, there always exist normals A,, and A,t passing

through Wi and w-2, respectively.
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Proof. 1. It is sufficient to prove this theorem under the assumption that

7 = 0 since the statement of the theorem is invariant with respect to a rotation

of the coordinate system in the w-plane through the angle y in the positive

direction. Since 5is an ¿-strip with the boundary inclination 7 = 0atM = + oo,

there exists for every e>0, e<7r/8, a half-plane Hc: u^c, such that the angle

of inclination a, \a\ <ir/2, of the tangent at any point of C+ or C_ in Hc

satisfies the condition

| a | < e/2.

Let an e be fixed. We assume Si so large that all A, with s =Si lie entirely in Hc,

say Si>ai.

2. We assume first that a'(s) exists and is continuous for Si^s^Si. Let

x2* = max X(w), x*i = min X(w).
»£A,2 ifgAtj

Then we prove that

J* *2   ds T       C *2
777-^777       I a'{s) I ds-

.,    A(s)       cos3(2e)JH

Let It: ai<s<bi, be a largest open arc of I: si<s<Si, where

(9.3) A(s)a'(s) < 1.

If there is no such arc we have on /

(9.4) A(s)a'(s) â 1

and hence

J" •>    ds c *2
-TV  I     a'(s)ds < 0

(1    A(s)          JS1
X2* —  Xiti,

so that (9.2) is evidently true. If there are several such arcs, let ii be one

of them. By Lemma 2, no two normals A, of the closed arc 7i: ai^s^bi,

will intersect. If there are any normals A, with bi<s^s2 which intersect Abl,

let Ab[ be the one for which b{ is as large as possible. Otherwise we set b{ =bi.

If there are any A, with 5i = 5<ai which intersect A„„ let A„[ be the one for

which aí is as small as possible. Otherwise we set a{ =ai.

Call I{ the arc a{ <s<b{. No normal A, of the arcs (I —II) will intersect

any of the A, of /i.

If (I—II) is void we do not proceed any further. In case (I —II) is not

void, either (9.4) holds for all s£(7 —/í"), or else there exists a largest open

arc I2: a2<s<b2, IiÇ.(I — I(), where (9.3) is true. By Lemma 2 again no two

normals A, of 72 will intersect. If there are any normals A„ s£(I — I{), with

s > bi which intersect A&2, let A¡,2 be the one for which b{ is as large as possible.
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Otherwise let bí =b2. Similarly, if there are any A8, s G (7 —7/), with s<a2

which intersect Aa¡, let A^ be the one for which ai is as small as possible.

Otherwise let a2' =a2. Call I2 the arc a2 <s<bí. I{ and 72' have no points

in common, except possibly an end point. Moreover, no normal As,

s£ {/— (I{ +Ií)}, will intersect any of the normals of 7/ and 72, and none

of the normals of 7i will intersect any of the normals of 72.

Continuing this construction in the manner indicated as long as possible

we obtain a finite or infinite sequence of arcs 7„: an<s<b„, in which (9.3)

holds, I„ being a largest open arc of the set (7— 22k-\l¿) for which (9.3) is

true. With each In we obtain an arc /„' : aú <s<bn' containing 7„ which is

defined in the following manner: If any A„, s G (7 — y,?I }lk ), with s>bn in-

tersects A^, let Ab'n be the one for which s = ö„' is a maximum, and if any A„

S G (I—/.*Z il¿ ). with s<a„ intersects Aa>>, let AGn be the one for which s = a„'

is a minimum. We set 6„' =o„ or a„' =a„ if there are no such As for s>bn or

s<a„ respectively. Then no normal A„, sG(7 — T^"=i/<f ), intersects any of the

normals As with sGÂ, (A = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • ,n). This implies that the normals of I„

and Im, n>m, do not intersect. For no A„ st~(I —/¿Li/Y) intersects any of

the A„ sG7* (A = l, 2, ■ • • , m), and 7»C(I — ?.1*L</t ), since n>m. More-

over, since, for s£/, any A„ with s<ak cannot intersect any of the As with

s>bk (A = l, 2, 3, • ■ • ), it is easily seen that any two arcs 7n' and 7m', n^m

have no points in common except possibly an end point. Hence, the same is

true for (/„' — 7n) and (IJ — 7m) if m^n. Let

oo oo oo

A = 22 h,        B = 7 - 22 11,       C = J2 (îk  - h),
k=l k=X k—1

so that I =A+B + C. By our construction, we have

(9.5) for s G A:    A(s)a'(s) < 1.

If B is not void, we have

(9.6) for s G 73:    A(s)a'(s) = 1.

If (9.6) were not true, there would be for at least one

(9.7) s0 G 73:    A(s„)a'(s0) < 1.

Then there exists an open arc JC_I containing s0 such that (9.3) holds for

s£zJ. We show first that no arc /*' (Z.J. Such an arc II (a* , A* ) must neces-

sarily coincide with its subarc Ik (a*, bk) on which (9.3) holds, for otherwise

A0/fc and Aa'k or Abk and Ab'k would intersect and that is impossible by Lemma 2

since ak , ak, bk, bk are all points of /, where (9.3) holds. Let 7n' be the first

arc in the sequence {IJ \ (in the order in which the IJ were constructed)

which is entirely contained in L Since So is not in any IJ, /„' lies either to the

right or to the left of So. In either case it follows that, in choosing 7„, we did
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not select the largest available interval in which (9.3) holds, since in the first

case at least the arc (so, a„) and in the second case the arc (bn, So) should be

part of In. Thus, no 7m' can be entirely contained in /.

Therefore, there can be in J at most one left end point a', >So of some

arc II and one right end point b¿ <So of some i/ and the subarc b¿ <s<a! of

J must remain free of any points belonging to any arcs IJ (m = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).

But this is impossible: The set of arcs Im is at most denumerable and, if in-

finite, the lengths of the Im approach 0 as wi—» ». Since at each step of our

construction a largest possible arc in which (9.3) holds is being taken for an

Im, the arc b¿ <s <a! would have to be included at some step in the sequence

{Im}. If there is no end point al or no end point b¿¡ in J, an even larger subarc

of / remains free of points of any Im', and this again is impossible. The as-

sumption (9.7) thus leads to a contradiction, and hence (9.6) is true. We

obtain therefore

/ds r r    ,
■—  = a'(s)ds = | a'(s) | ds.

(B)   A{S) J (£) J (£)

Finally, by Lemma 3, on each of the two arcs of IJ —Im, aJ =i = am and

bm = s á bJ , we have

am   ds 1        , .

*»   ds               1
-<-

bm   A(s)       cos3(2e)
a(bm) — a(bm)

Hence,

/ds              1 C-=- | a'(s) | ds.
(O A(s)        cos3 (2a) J (o

3. Consider now an arc /„: aH<s<bn of A. The points on a normal A,

are given by the equation

(9.10) w = w(s) + iteiaM, 0 á t á A(î).

The integral

/>A(<) n| Z'(w(s) + iteiaM) \dt=\    | Z'(w) | dt = ir,
n Jo.,

since it represents the length of the image of A„ in the z-plane. By Schwarz 's

inequality,

\Z'(w) \2dt.
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If sG7„ and a'(s) =0, we have, because of (9.5),

0 = 1 - a'(s)A(s) ^ 1 - a'(s)t for 0 ^ t g A(s) ;

and if a'(s) <0, we have

1^1- a'(s)t for 0 S t ^ A(s).

Hence, in either case

| a'(s) | ds + t2 -=   \      ds \ | Z'(w) \2(1 - a'(s)t)dt.
J %   A(s)       J „„       J0

By what was said in part 2, no-two normals A„ a„^s^ô„, will intersect,

and the transformation (9.10) maps therefore the region ¡0</<A(s),

a„<s<ô„}, of an (s, /)-plane in a one-to-one manner onto the (limited) sub-

region Tn of 5 which is bounded by C_, C+, A0|> and A&n. The Jacobian of this

transformation is (l-a'(s)t). Hence, the last double integral may be written

as

| Z'(u + iv) \2dudv.
J J {Tn)

Summation over n gives

(9.11)    - x2 f    | a'(s) | ds + x2 f    ——■ S 22 ( f     I Z'(u + iv) \2dudv.
•I (At J (A)   A(s) „_1«7  J (Tn)

Since, again by the discussion of part 2, the normals A, of any In do not inter-

sect those of any other Im (n^m), the regions Tn for n=l, 2, 3, • • • do not

overlap. Each Tn is mapped by z = Z(w) onto a subregion of the strip|y| <tt/2

whose area is given by ff(Tn)\Z'(u+iv)\ 2dudv. Since the Tn do not overlap,

their images in the z-plane do not overlap either, and the total area which

these images cover is therefore less than or equal to x(x2*—x*i). Hence, from

(9.11)

/'   ii r      ds
| a'(s) \ds + 7T ——  =   X2*  -   X+1.

U) J (A)   A(s)

Combining (9.12) with (9.8) and (9.9) we find (9.2).

4. In order to prove now the general case of the theorem (where a'(s) is

not necessarily continuous) we approximate the arc ß : w = w(s), Si = s = s2 of C_

by a sequence of arcs j3„: w = wn(s), Sx^s = s2 (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ), with the follow-

ing properties (18) :

(i) wn(s), w/[(s), Wn (s) are continuous for Si^s^S2, w„(sk) =w(sk),

wá (sk) =w'(sk), (A = 1, 2), and ß„ does not intersect any part of the boundary

of 5 except ß.

(ls) The functions w„(s) may be found as follows: Let a(s; h) = (1/A)/,' a(t)dt, s^s¡, h>0.

Then a(s; h)—*a{s) as h—>0, uniformly for Si gs gí2. Let a(s) =on(s) — a2(s), where a¡(s), a2(s) are

continuous, non-decreasing functions. The total variation of a(s; h) in s¡¿s¿S2 is
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(ii) w„(s)—>w(s) and w„ (s)—>w'(s) as «—><», uniformly for Si^s^Si. This

condition implies that if <r = an(s) is the variable arc length of 0„, measured

from s = si, and if an(s) is the angle (|an(s)| <w/2) which the tangent to 0„

at wn(s) forms with the positive real axis, then

(9.13) (Tn(s) —* s — Si,        an(s) —» a(s) as n —> <x>,

uniformly for all si^s^s2.

(iii) The total variation

(9.14) fM \dan(s)\-* f* \da(s) as »

Denote by Sn the region obtained from S when the arc 0 is replaced by 0„.

For sufficiently large n and s^Si, An(s) can be defined for Sn as A(s) is defined

for 5 (see part 1 and §8 (c)). Condition (ii) implies that, as «—»°o,

(9.15) An(s) —>A(s) uniformly for Si ¿ s ^ s2.

By a well known theorem, it follows from (9.13) and (9.15) that

J"2   do-Js)       (••*    ds

_.,   An(s)       Jtl     A(s)

Finally let S„ be mapped onto \y\ <ir/2 so that u = + oo and x = + <» cor-

respond to each other and that a point w0 which is in 5 and in all Sn is carried

/«2 l  r *2   r rr+*        ~i     l  c "   r r *+*        "i| Ms; h) | s — J    ¿ ̂  J     «,(<)<« J + — J    d [ J     ai(t)dtj.

h f" d\_r a<®dt~\=jf"ia<(s+h')-ai(s)]ds=jf"dsf' **•■(*)

= — dai(t)   I        di = ¿a.(<),

Since

«

C «2   , , /* «2+» f »2+»
| Ms;h)\ S ¿a,(í)+ <M')-

-* Jt-s, ^ í-a1 •> 1-8!

Thus, for h Sh, the total variation of a(s; h) in Si^s^s2 is uniformly bounded, and there exists,

therefore, by a theorem of E. Helly, a sequence ft„—>0 as re—►<», such that, for Sn(s) = a(s; h„):

\ a„ (s)\ ds =   I      | da„(s)| —>  I      | ¿a(i)| as re —> ».

Let tu* = iti(si), w* = w(s2). Then we set

w2* — it»,*  r *   ,-
!»»(*) = wi* +-       e™*u)dt + (cus + b„)(s - sO(s - s2),

where g„ =/,'*e*""(<)d< and an and bn are so determined that w„ (si) =w'(si), wñ (si) =w'(s2). It is

easily seen that lim„^+„ gn = w*—w*, lim,,..«, a„ = lim„^„ ¿>„ = 0 and that the wn{s) satisfy the

three conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of the text.
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into Z(wo). Letxüí and x2*(n) be defined for Sn as x*i and x2* are for 5. Then(19)

(9.17) lim x*i  = x*i    and     lim x2      = x2.
n—* « n—♦ °o

For sufficiently large n, Sn will satisfy the condition stated at the end of

part 1 of this proof, since S satisfies it. Moreover, since ßn has continuous

curvature, we have by (9.2)

dc»(s)        *(„) („)Cn i  ,   , vi   ,       C'*dcn(s)       ,<„>        (.:
• I       | dan(s) | + x  I       -—- = x2      — x+i
•7»_», J»,     A„(s)cos3 (2e) ./,_,, J,,    A„(s)

Letting «—>» we find because of (9.14), (9.16), and (9.17),

,S2    ds

cos3 (2e)

/'S2  l            i            r*2ds *| da(s) | + x  I       - = x2 — x*i.
»=.i                         J m    A(s)

Finally, to prove (9.1) we need only observe that by Lemma 1 X2* — X2—»0

and Xi—x*i—>0 as Si—>» and that e may be taken arbitrarily small, provided

Si is chosen sufficiently large. This completes the proof of Theorem V.

10. A definition and further lemmas. Theorem V will enable us to obtain

a lower bound for the difference x2 —xi of the type mentioned in §7. We in-

troduce first the following definition.

Definition. Let S be an L-strip in the w-plane with the boundary inclina-

tion y, \y\ <tt/2, at u = + <*>. Let v=4>+(u) and v = <p-(u) represent the bounda-

ary curves C+ and C_ of S, respectively. We shall say that S is a strip with finite

boundary turning at u = + » if </>+' (u) and </>_' (u) are continuous for all suffi-

ciently large u, say u = u\, and if the integrals

/%  OO (% 00

I       I d<t>'+(u) |, | d<t>L(u)
J   U=1L, J   11^,1.

converge.

Our object will be accomplished by the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Let S be an L-strip in the w-plane with the boundary inclination y,

| 7| <ir/2, and with finite boundary turning at u= + ». If A(s) and w(s) are

defined as in §8, then for u=1{w(s) and Si<S2 (wi = íRw(si), u2 = cBjv(s2))

r»   ds r ul 1 + lA'2(«) 1   C "2 9'2(u)
(10.1)   I      - =-du-——-du + o(l)  ass!-+ ».

JSl    A(s)       JUl        6(u) 4 JUl    6(u)

Proof. Denote the point w(s) on C_ by A, the other end point of A, by 73

and the point u+i<p+(u), where u = eRw(s), by C. Suppose, for the present,

that B lies in the half-plane to the left of .4C. In the triangle ABC the angle

(l9) This follows from the theorem of Radó used in the proof of (6.9); see (12).
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A =a=a(s). To find the angle C, observe that by the mean value theorem

there exists a point w* = u*+i<t>+(u*) on the arc BC of C+ such that the tan-

gent to C+ at w* is parallel to the chord BC. If the angle of inclination of this

tangent is 0*, |0*| <ir/2, then the angle C = ir/2-0*. Let 0, |0| <tt/2, denote

the angle of inclination of the tangent to C+ at C. By the law of sines we ob-

tain from the triangle ABC:

AC       0(m)        sin (A + C)       cos (0* - a)       cos [(0 - a) + (0* - 0)]
(iu. ¿) ———

AB      A(s) sin C cos 0* cos [0 + (0* -0)]

Since a, 0, 0* approach y as 5—-»°°  and since j -v[ <t/2, we may write

(10.2) in the form

Now

Moreover,

0(m)       cos (0 - a)

A(s) cos 0

0* - 0 I = I tan 0* - tan 0 I ^

(1+O(|0*-0|))

\d<b'+
t=u

as 5 —-> «).

(0

, sin A
- u*\ =■ BC =        — 8(u) < 6(u)

sin B

for sufficiently large u, since B—>tt/2 and A—>\y\ as w—>+ oc. Hence

i u+$(u)

(10.3)

The quotient

COS (0 — a)

/> u+9(u) I </*+(/)
t=u-f(u)

cos 0 cos

so that

1

V ,        , ,2 YB '(u)~\2
- = 1 + tan a tan 0 = 1 + <b+(u)<t>-(u) = 1 + «¿fr  («) -    -—    ,

A(s) 0(«)

cos a cos a
- (1 + ¿/2(W.)) -

0(w)

'(u)

2
+ (71-cos a 1

J V 0(«) /

as 7<^>+ oo. This relation is also easily verified if B lies to the right of ^4C.

Observing now that cos ads=du, we obtain

/'2   ds r

..,    A(j)        J«

"2 1 + ^'2(«)
1    f "2 0'2(«) f   /■ "2 $>+(«)      )

¿«-—— <fw + 0 <H      —— du } .
4 J,„     8(u) IJH1     0(«)       ji(j)        JU1 0(m)

The result (10.1) follows now immediately from

Lemma 5.   Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4 the integral
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JO»      <J,+ (M) /.U+»(U) f
-du     converges,      $+(u) m   I              | d>+(/) | .

ô(«)                                                   J t-u-ew

Proof. We have for b <c:

re *+(«) /••   i   r /•«+»(«) -i

Jh  e(u)        Jb e(u)LJl=»        +WIJ

+ f ̂ r^r f       |¿*;(í)ll¿« = /i + /í.
Jb     6(u)[_J t=u-6(u) J

Interchanging of the order of integration in 7i gives

| ¿*+(0 | —- + | d<p'+(t) |
t-b J s(i)    0(M) •/ ¡=e •/ „(()

/'C+«(o) /» <
\d<p'+(t)\

t-b J o(t

du

)  9(u)

)  0(«) '

where u=g(t) is the inverse function(20) of t = u + 9(u) for A + 0(A) =t^c + 9(c),

u=g(t)=b for b^t = b + 9(b). Now 0^/-g(í) Ú9(g(t)) for A^/^c+0(c).

Hence, by Lemma 7 (which is proved in §15),

*(«) ^ *0(*(O) for «(0 =£ m = t,

provided only b is sufficiently large. Thus

P du/9(u) Ú2[(t- g(t))/9(g(t))] = 2,
J sW

and hence
' c+«(c)

I d<b'+(t) |.r's2£

Similarly,

72^2 f |a>+'(¿)|
J i-6-oi(6)

if A is sufficiently large, so that

>c+8(c)
/c+S(c) I d*+(0 |•

l=fc-flfM(=!>-« (o)

Hence (10.4) follows from the hypothesis that 5 has finite boundary turning

at u = + » .

11. The second basic inequality. We are now in the position to prove our

second basic inequality.

(20) The inverse function of t = u+8{u) exists if à is sufficiently large, since dt/du = l + 6'(a),

and therefore approaches 1 as u—>+ °o.
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Theorem VI. Let S be an L-strip in the w-plane with the boundary in-

clination 7 = 0 and with finite boundary turning at u = + °°. Suppose that

2 = Z(w) = X(w)-\-iY(w) maps S conformally onto the strip \y\ <ir/2 and that

limu,+00 X(w) = + <x>. Let wi = ui+ivi, W2 = u2-\-iv2, ui<U2, be two points in S

and let xi = X(wi), x2 = X(w2). Then

r "2 1 + ^,2(m) it  rui 0'2(«)
(11.1)        X2 - xi ^ ir I      -——du-I      ——du+ 0(1)

JU1 8(u) 4 JU1    8(u)

as mi and hence «2 approach + °o, uniformly in Vi and V2.

Proof. Let w(s) be defined as in §8 (b), and let 1{w(sk) =uk, X(uk+i4>-(uk))

— Xk  (#% = 1, 2). By Theorem V we have, since /,"Ul|¿<p_'(/)[ < °°,

f- o(l) as Si and hence s2 —► °°.
«i

ds

A~(s)

By Lemma 1, lim„2_.+00 (x2—x2') =0 and limUl^+00 (xi — x{) = 0 so that the dif-

ference x2' — x{ in (11.2) may be replaced by x2—Xi+o(l). The result (11.1)

follows now immediately from Lemma 4.

IV.  A DISTORTION THEOREM

12. A lemma. If in Theorems IV and VI it is assumed that the integral

8'2(u)

S du    converges,
8(u)

then their combination yields an asymptotic expression for x2—xi,

r « 1 + iA'2(m)
(12.1) x2 — Xi =   I      -du + o(l) as Ui and w2 —> + <*>■

Juí        8(u)

One of the hypotheses under which this formula is obtained is that the bound-

ary inclination of S at u = + °o is y = 0. It is easy to modify it so as to obtain

a result which holds for any y, \y\ <tr/2. For this purpose we prove first the

following lemma.

Lemma 6. Let S be an L-strip in the w-plane (w = u+iv) with the boundary

inclination y, \y\ <ir/2, and with finite boundary turning at u= + <x>. Let

v=4>+(u) and v=4>_(u) represent its boundary curves C+and C-, respectively.

Suppose that a new set of coordinates û, v (û+iv = w) is introduced by means of

the rotation w = we~i"f and that, for sufficiently large ü, C+ and C_ are represented

in the new coordinate system by v = qj>+(û) and v = <j>-(u), respectively. Set

0(m) = <j>+(u) — 4>-(u), 8(u) = <b+(ü) — <t>-(u).

If u and û are connected by the relation
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(12.2) ü = m cos 7 + <j>-(u) sin 7,

then, for sufficiently large u,

/u+»(u) I d<p'+(t) I.
J=u-9(ti)

Thus, the convergence of the integral

/<*•  0'2(m)-du
0(m)

implies that of
/•«   0'2(m)
I     —-da

J      e(u)

(by (8.1) awa" Lemma 5).

Proof. Let u and m satisfy (12.2). We denote the points m+Íc¡>_(m) and

ü + i(f>+(ü) of the w-plane by A and P», respectively. The coordinates of A

and B in the w-plane are then u+i4>-(u) and Ux+i<p+(ux), respectively (where

«i is determined by the relation e~iy(ux+i(j>+(ux)) = ü+i(f>+(ü)). Finally, we

call C the point u+i<p+(u) of the w-plane. In the triangle ABC, AB = 6(u),

AC = 9(u) and the angle A = 171.
Let a+(u) and a-(u) denote in the w-plane the angles of inclination of the

tangents to C+ and to C_, respectively, at a point with the abscissa u. Then

4>-(u) = tan «_(m), <¡>+(u) = tan a+(«) ;

4>-(u) = tan {«_(m) — 7}, 4>+(ü) = tan (a+(Mi) —7}.

Hence,

0'(m) = tan {a+(ux) — ct-(u)} ■ {l + 4>'_(ü)4>'+(ü)\.

Since 4>J (u) and 4>+(u) approach 0 as m—>+», we may write:

(12.4) I 6'(u) I = { I 8'(u) I + I «¿(«O - «;(«) I }(1 + o(l))

as m—>+ ». Now

, sin A
\ ux - u\ S BC = -8(u) S 6(u)

sin 73

for sufficiently large u, since the angle 73—>x/2 and ^4 = J*yJ <x/2. Hence,

|</>+'(mi)-</>+'(«) I ̂ |/(-tt|^+W| I á#+(a), and (12.3) follows from (12.4).
13. First form of the distortion theorem. We prove now

Theorem  VII.  Let  S be an L-strip with the boundary inclination 7,

171 <x/2 and with finite boundary turning at u = + » . Moreover let the integral
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r°° 0'2(m)
(13.1) I      -du    be convergent^1).

J        8(u)

Suppose that z = Z(w) =X(w)+iY(w) maps S conformally onto the strip

\y\ <tt/2 in such a manner that limu_+00 X(w) = + °°. Let A„ A(s) and w(s)

be defined as in §8. Then, if Si<s2, Wi£An, w2£A,a,

/"*    ds-\-o(l) as si and Si—* <x>,
•i    A(i)

uniformly with respect to w¡ and w2.

Proof. As in Lemma 6, let there be introduced a new set of axes (m, v),

û+iv = w, by means of the rotation w = e~'7w. Let <j>+(u), </>_(m), 8(u) be de-

fined as in Lemma 6 and let u and m be two numbers related by equation

(12.2). Then, by Lemma 6, (13.1) implies that

rx   8'2(u)
(13.3) —-—dû

J 0(m)

converges. Let «i and ü2 be the abscissas of the points w(si) and w(s2) (on C_)

in the (m, ü)-system, and let x{ =X(w(si)), x{ = X(w(s2)). If -ip(u)

= 5 [</>+(«)+</>_(m)], we have by Theorem IV,

/.StJ +f'i(ü) IT     /■«">    0'2(m)
xl — xi' = it I-dû -\-I      —-dû + o(l),

J-U1 0(m) Î2JZ1      0(m)

as Si and 52-^ °°. By Lemma 4 and by (13.3) we obtain

'*«    ds

'.,   Ms)

Finally, application of Lemma 1 shows that lim^.«, (xi — xí) =lim,1^0O (x2—x¿)

= 0 (xk=X(wk)), so that the difference x2' —x{ in (13.4) may be replaced by

x2 —Xi. Combining this result with Theorem V, we obtain (13.2).

14. Second form of the distortion theorem. For some applications the fol-

lowing form of Theorem VII will be more convenient.

Theorem VIII. Let S be an L-strip satisfying all the hypotheses of Theorem

VII, and let z = Z(w) be defined as in that theorem. Then for Wi = Ui+ivi and

Wi — Ui+iVi in S, Ui<u2,

/'«    ds- + o(l) as su Si-
»,    A(s)

(21) Condition (13.1) is automatically satisfied for i-strips with finite boundary turning at

u= + x for which 0 <ci^8(u) ác2 (c¡, Ci constants). For

c 6 d'2(u) I6     cb
-+J-du - 6'(u) log 6(u)    - log 6(u)d8'(u).

Since |log 6(u)\  is bounded and /^.a|¿9'(«)| exists, (13.1) follows.
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Ç "2 1 + V2(u)
X(w2) — X(wx) = x I-du

Ju,        6(u)

Fvi - ij/(u2)      vx - yp(ux)~\
+ x-tan 7 + o(l),

L     9(u2) 6(ux)     J

as Mi and u2—> + », uniformly with respect to Vx and v2.

Proof. Let A„, A(s) and w(s) be defined as in §8. Let Aai and A,, be two

normals of C_ which pass through Wi and w2, respectively. By Theorem VII,

/••'    ds-h o(l) as si, s2 —> ».
»,    A(s)

Let %w(sx) =u{, eRLw(s2) =u2 . By Lemma 4 and (13.1) this equals

1 + V2(u)-s:0(m)

or

du + o(l), as «i, M2 —» + »,

/» ui /• UJ /% u,

+ X    I        + X   I        + 0(1).

We estimate the first and third of the integrals in (14.1). Assume, for the

present, thaty>0. Denote the points Mi+i0_(Mi), w(si) and Wiby A, 73, and C,

respectively. In the triangle ABC the side AC = Vx—<p-(ux), the angle C—>y

and the angle 73—>x/2 as mi—>+ ». LAese limits, as well as all following in this

proof (taken as m¡—>+ ») exist uniformly with respect to the position of wx on 0Ul.

Now

Mi   — Mi = 73C sin (7 + ei), lim   «i = 0,
Ut-*+m

sin A cos (7 + «2)
73C = AC-= AC-'-, lim  e2 = Q ,

sin 73 sin B «!-.+ «

and hence

r 1 1
(14.2) «i   — Mi =. [vx — </>-(mi)J sin (7 + «i) cos (7 + «2) —

sin 73

This result is also easily verified when 7^0.

Now, by the law of the mean

1 + >P'2(u) 1 + f2(u*)
-du = (u( — Mi)- (m* between Mi and Mi ).

0(m) 0(m*)

Since, by (14.2), | u( — Ux\ ^0(mi) for sufficiently large Mi, it follows from

Lemma 7 (which is proved in §15) that (0(m*)/0(mi))—>1 as Ux—>+ » . Further-

more, as Mi—>+ », l + ^'2(w*)—>l/cos2 7. Hence
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r»'l+*'2(u) n-*_(«0
I      -du = -tan 7 + o(l)

JU1        8(u) 8(ui)

L    0(mi) 2 J

as Mi—>+ oo. An analogous result is obtained for the third integral in (14.1).

Substitution of these expressions into (14.1) proves the theorem.

Corollary of theorem VIII. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, for

w = u+iv£zS,

(        r ru i + \A'2(o        v - 4>(u)      ni
(14.3) lim   <X(w) -    ir        -—dt + ir-tan y \} = X

„^+oo  I \_   Jua      0(i) 8(u) Jj

exists uniformly in v and is finite.

For, if the difference within the braces in (14.3) is denoted by A (w), Theo-

rem VIII states that for any given €>0 there exists an N(e) such that for all

wi and W2 in S for which cRiW2>1{wi>N(e) :

| A(w2) — A(wi) | < e.

Theorem IX. Let S be an L-strip satisfying Jhe hypotheses of Theorem VII

and let z = Z(w) be defined as in that theorem. Then, for w — u+iv^S,

_,   ,      x f"l+f«) v-*(u) .   v-*(u)
Z(w) = X + ir I    -dt + x-tan y + iir-h o(l).

Ju„       8(t) 8(u) 8(u)

as m—>+ «o, uniformly in v.Xis a real constant.

This result follows immediately by combining (14.3) with the result (18.11

of Corollary 1 of Theorem X (which is proved in §18).

V. Asymptotic behavior of the mapping function

OF AN Z-STRIP AND OF ITS DERIVATIVE

15. Preliminary remarks and lemmas. We shall establish now asymptotic

expressions for Z(w) and Z'(w) under the mere assumption that 5 is an

L-strip. These results will be less sharp than those of Part IV. While in Part

IV (Theorem IX) we obtained, under more restrictive assumptions, an ex-

pression f(w) such that the difference Z(w) —f(w) approaches a finite limit,

as m—>+ oo, we shall find here expressions for Z(w) and Z'(w) which represent

these functions merely in the sense of asymptotic equivalence (that is, the quo-

tient of the function in question and its asymptotic expression approaches 1

as M—->+ oo). None of the results of Parts III and IV will be used here.

Throughout this part we assume S to be an L-strip in the w-plane with

the boundary inclination y, \y\ <ir/2 at m= + =o, and Z(w) =X(w)+iY(w)
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a function which maps S conformally onto the strip |y| <x/2 in such a man-

ner that lim„,+oo X(w) = + <*>. The inverse of z = Z(w) will be denoted by

w=W(z)=U(z)+iV(z).

We shall make use of the following simple lemma.

Lemma 7. Let, for mo<mi<m2,

0*(mi, M2) =   max 0(m), 0*(mi, M2) =   min  0(m)

and let

(15.1) M2 — Mi ^ A0*(mi, m2) , k a constant.

Then, uniformly for all u2,

0*(mi, m2)
hm-= 1.

«,-»+» 0*(Mi, M2)

Proof. Let 0*(mi, m2) =0(6) and 0*(mi, m2) =0(c), uxisb, c = u2. If mi is suffi-

iently large, we have

/» 6 /» U2d'(u)du   g   I     I e'(u) I du = (u2 - Mi)   sup    16'(u) I,
c \ J ui «iS«S«,

(where sup^auë«.,! 9'(u)\ denotes the least upper bound of |0'(m)| in

Mi^m^m2). Hence by use of (15.1) :

0*(Mi, M2) M2  —  Ml . i,
0^1-^-sup     I 6'(u) I ^ A   sup    I 0'(m) I -» 0,

0*(Mi,  M2) 0*(Ml,  M2)  t^SuS«., «,S»S«¡

as Mi—> + », by hypothesis. This proves the lemma.

Corollary. Let

(15.2) 0 S x2 — xi S c, c > 0, a constant,

and Mi = min 1 ¡,151/2 U(xx+iy), M2 = max|„|gT/2 (7(x2+iy).  Then, uniformly for

all x2, satisfying (15.2),

0*(mi, M2)
lim   - = 1.

!,->+« 0^(mi, M2)

-77-7- á *s — Xi + 4a- á c + 4x
J u<

Proof. From Theorem III (a) we have

11,2   du

'»,   0(m)

by (15.2). On the other hand, since m2^Mi,

/'U2    du u2 — Mi

Ul  e(u) ~~ d*(ux, u2)
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and hence 0;£m2 — Mi5= { (4x + c)/x}0*(mi, m2). Thus the result follows from

Lemma 7

16. Asymptotic expressions for Z(w) arid Z'(w). We prove now the follow-

ing

Theorem X. If S is an L-strip with boundary inclination 0 at u = + », we

have

(i)  For w = u+iv in S, uniformly in v,

Z(w)
lim-= x, Mo defined as in §1 (a).

«-.+■«    ru dt

J V*o e(t)

(ii)   Uniformly in any fixed strip \y\ Sß<ir/2 (z = x+iy)(22),

I W'(z) | 1 log I W'(z) I
lim-—- = —    (m = U(z)), lim '   = 0.

!-,+ »        8(u) X z->+™ I 2 I

(iii)   The straight line A„: y = const.,  |y| <x/2, is mapped by Z(w) onto a

curve Ly which for sufficiently large u is represented by an equation of the form

8(u) r        x
(16.1) v = fy(u) = \p(u) H-y + o[0(m)J fls«->+ »,

x

uniformly in \y\ <x/2(23).

(iv) Let the image of the strip

22c-     {-  »   < x <  »,   | y| = a], 0 < a < x/2,

by means of w = W(z) be Ta, and let Sß be the region

I v - *(«) ß \

I e(u) xj 29(u)

If 0<a±e<ir/2, €>0, then there exists an N=N(e; a) such that the part of Ta

which lies in u = N, contains that part of Sa~t which is in u^Nand is contained

in Sa+t.

(22) Since arg W'(z)—>0 as x—>+ « , the first of these relations implies that even

..      W'(z)       1
um   —-— = — •

X->+!C   6{u) TV

(23) This implies the following fact: If A is a curve in the strip \y\ <ir/2 which approaches

the line A< as an asymptote, as x—*+ x, then, for any point (u, v) on the image L of A in the

oi-plane, v = 4/(u) + (d(u)/ir)t+o[8(u)] as «—>+". (L need not be representable in the form

v=f(u).) For, if «>0 is given, there exists an Xi such that the part of A for läi, lies "between"

the lines Ai_, and A¡+c (if \t± e| <ir/2; in case i = w/2 or 1 = — 7r/2, it lies "between" A(„/2)_e and

AT/2or "between" A_(„/2) and A_(T/2)+e, respectively). The image of that part of A lies in a certain

half-plane ii|i<i "between" the curves X(_e and Ll+e (or Z,<T/s)_«, LTn or L_»-/2, L_(i/2)+(, respec-

tively). Since e may be taken arbitrarily small, this proves the above assertion.
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(v) In any region S$, 0<ß<ir/2, ßfixed,

(16.2) lim   [ I Z'(w) | 0(m)] = r, w = u + iv, w G Sß.

Remark. Part (iii) may be considered as an extension in a certain direction

of Carathéodory's well known result, which states that the map of the interior

of a closed Jordan curve T onto the circle |f| <1 is "quasi-conformal" at a

boundary point «o with a corner of measure 0>O, i.e., that the angles at corre-

sponding boundary points co0 and fo are transformed proportionally(24).

Transformation of the interior of V onto a strip S by means of the function

w = log [l/(w —Wo)] and of |f| <1 onto the strip |y| <tt/2, in such away that

f = fo corresponds to x = + oo, leads to the following statement of Carathéo-

dory's theorem: Let C be a closed Jordan curve through w= oo which, in a

neighborhood of w = oo, consists of two branches C+ and C_ having the lines

v = (j>+ and ^ =</>-, respectively, for asymptotes as m—>+oo (<¡>+— 0_ = 0>O).

If W(z) = U(z)+iV(z) maps |y| <7r/2 onto the interior 5 of C and if

limx,+00 U(z) = + oo, then

0
(16.3) V(z) = i[<t>+ + <*>_] + — y + o(í) asx-++oo,

ir

uniformly in |y| <ir/2.

If 5 is a simple Jordan strip, the hypothesis,regarding the asymptotes of

C+ and C- means that

lim <j>+(u) = <t>+    and      lim 4>ÁU) = <t>- exist.
U—>+oo u—»+oo

Similarly, Part (ii) can be considered as an extension in a certain direction

of a theorem of Ostrowski which (formulated for infinite strips) states: Under

the hypothesis of Carathéodory's theorem

, .        0 flog | W'(z) I 1
lim    | W'(z) | = —, lim '     = 0,

z-»+°o ir i->+oo L | 3 | J

uniformly in any strip \y\ :20<ir/2. Here 0 may be greater than or equal

to 0(26).

(") Carathéodory [l, pp. 40-41] and [2, pp. 19-93]. See also Lindelöf [l,p. 87]. Carathéo-
dory's theorem has been generalized in two other directions: 1. The assumption that C+ and C_

approach distinct asymptotes has been replaced by the condition that C+ and C_ "oscillate"

within the strips t¡>+ — k+¿v^<¡>++k+ and <£_—k--¿v¿<j>--\-k- respectively (k+, £_ constants).

2. It has been extended to the case where C+ and C_ may be arbitrary continua forming the

boundary of 5 (and not necessarily Jordan curves). For these extensions see Gross, [l, p. 278],

Ostrowski [1, pp. 172-174], Wolff [2, p. 42] and [3, p. 46], Warschawski [2, p. 674]. Ostrowski
[2, p. 77] gives a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the mapping function of a

simply-connected region onto a half-plane preserve angles at an accessible boundary point.

(a) Ostrowski [l]; the first of these equations is his relation (11.3) of page 101, the second

follows, for 0>O, by combination of his relations (62.2) and (62.1) of page 174, and,for0 = O,

by combination of his relations (68.7) of page 185 and (62.1) of page 174.
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Both of these theorems do not require that C+ and C_ have an L-tangent

at m = + », as our Theorem X does. Our extension, however, refers to the

fact that (iii) might be substituted for (16.3) when C+ and C_ have no asymp-

totes and that in (ii) the asymptotic behavior of | W'(z)| at x= + » is given,

whether 0(m) =<p+(u)—<f>-(u) approaches a limit as u—>+ » or not.

17. Proof of Theorem X. (i) By hypothesis, \p'(u) and 0'(m) approach 0

as M—>+ ». Hence it follows from Theorem IV (b) that there exists, for every

e>0, an 7Vi(e) =uo such that for all w = u+iv and wx = ux+ivx in 5 for which

u = Mi = Nx(e) :

/'u dt Cu dt
—7 + «ái(l + e)        -7T+e-

u,0W Ju„e(t)

Hence,

X(w) - X(wx)                                    e
—--7^ S *(1 + e)+-— •

ru dt ru dt

•>u,0(ö Ju0e(t)

Keeping here Wi fixed and letting u—->+ » we find, since J "a\9 (t)]~ldt^ co as

u—>+ »,

X(w)
lim sup-^ x(l + «), uniformly with respect to v.

-" dttt^+»        /*'

J u. 0(0

Since the left-hand side of this inequality is independent of e, we may let e—>0

and find

X(w)
(17.1) lim sup-^ x.

-« dt

J u.uo e(t)

On the other hand, by Theorem III (a), uniformly with respect to v,

X(w)
(17.2) liminf- =

U-.+»       C" dt

fVJ„. 6»o 6(t)

and (17.1) and (17.2) together imply that, uniformly in v,

X(w)
(17.3) lim-= x.

-*« dt/,u dt

„„ e(t)
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The result (i) follows now from (17.3), if we observe that Z(w) =X(w)+iY(w)

and that | Y(w)\ ¿tt/2, while ¡^ [8(t) ]~ldt^ oo as M-++00.

(ii) Let L denote the image in the w-plane of the real axis of the z-plane by

means of w=W(z). Let z„ = 3« (w = l, 2, 3, ■ • • ) and w„ = W(zn) =un+ivn.

Observing that lim„,+00 yp'(u) =limu^+00 0'(m)=O, we have, by Theorem IV

(b), for all sufficiently large «,

/'"»+i   du-h 1,
„_     0(m)

(17.4) w j
J „

8(u)

"»+1  du
= 1.

0(m)

Let e>0 be given. By Theorem IV (b) there exists an n0(e) such that for

« = «o(«)

X(Wn+1)   -   X(W»)   ̂ „(l+^jf

(17.5)
n ""+1  du

""+1  du e

.    0W   "7

= ir(l + e)   f
J 11. 6(u)

because of (17.4). Similarly, by Theorem III (b), there is an «i(e) 2:«0(e) such

that for « = «i(e):

/' ""+1  du e it      Ç ""+1   du

«„      8(u)        1 + e       l+eJ„„      8(u

Since arg W'(z)—>0 as x—> + 00, the curve L can be represented for suffi-

ciently large u in the form v=f(u) where/'(m) exists and approaches 0 as

m^>+oo. Evidently, for all sufficiently large «, w„ = m„+î/(m„). The func-

tions X(u+if(u)) and /ü„[0(¿)]~l£^ are differentiable for Mn = M = wn|_i, and

¿/¿m/^[0(O]_1^>O for m = m„. Hence, by the extended mean value theorem,

for sufficiently large n, say «_w2 = «1:

x(wn+i) - x(wn)      f trax\       ax
- = 0(m„' )    —       + "T
""+1  du Ldu L'        d

I
x\ 1
- /'(«»'),
» I«:       J

8(u)

where un<u/ <un+i and w„' =ul +if(u~). Thus, we obtain from (17.5) and

(17.6):

^ 0(m„')
1  +€

¿LY

. du

dX
+ —

dv /(«»')] = ^
(!+«)•
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ax - = I Z'(w) I cos (arg Z'(w», au 
ax I - = - Z'(w) I sin (arg Z'(w» 
atl 

lim [arg Z'( w)] = lim f'(u) = 0, 
u~+~ U~+~ 

we have, for all sufficiently large n, say n~n3~n2: 

'Ir ~ 8(u:) I Z'(w:) I ~ 'Ir(1 + e)2. 
(1 + e)2 
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Let z: =Z(w,{). Evidently 3n ~z,{ ~ 3(n+ 1). Since Z'(w,{) = 1/W'(z,{) we 
have also 

1 I W'(z:) I (1 + e)2 
---~ ~ . 
'Ir(1 + e)2 - 8(u,{) - 'Ir 

Now let z=x+iy be a point in the strip Iyl ~(j with x~3n3, and let n 
be such that 3n ~x <3(n+ 1). Since then I z,{ -xl ~ 3, we infer from Theorem 
II (b) that, uniformly for Iyl ~fJ, 

I W'(z) I lim = 1. 
:r~" W'(z:) 

Moreover, by the corollary of Lemma 7, we have for u = U(z), 3n ~x <3(n+ 1), 

8(u) 
lim -- = 1. 

" .... + .. 8(u:) 

Hence, if x is sufficiently large, 

1 ~ I W'(z) I = I W'(z) II W'(z:) I 8(u,D ~ (1 + e)3, 
'Ir(1 + e)3 - 8(te) W'(z,:) 8(u,{) 8(u) - 'Ir 

and this proves the first relation of part (ii) of the theorem. 
To prove the second relation we use the first one: 

(17.7) log I W'(z) I = log 8(u) - log 'Ir + log (1 + /l), lim /l = 0, 

uniformly in Iyl ~(j. Now, by part (i), uniformly in Iyl <7r/2, as x-++ ao , 

f " 8'(~) 
-- dt + log 8(Ul) 

log 8(u) "1 OCt) 
~----------------

I z 1 
(17.8) f " dt 

'Ir "1 OCt) 
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Here Mi may be chosen arbitrarily large, but fixed. Let e>0 be given. We

choose Mi such that | 8'(t)\ <e for t^ui. Then by the mean value theorem

1/'».*
», 0(0

/.:

= I 0'(Ö I   < «, Mi  < f < M.
» dl

Keeping ui fixed and letting u—» + oo, and hence x—>+ oo, we find from (17.8)

log 0(m)
hm sup  -

I-.+ » z

and the result follows from (17.7).

(iii) a. We shall first prove the weaker statement that (16.1) holds uni-

formly for all y with \y\ 5^0, 0 being any fixed positive number less than 7r/2.

The image L„ of A„ is represented in parametric form by the equations

m= U(x+iy), v= V(x+iy), where x is the parameter, — oo <x< oo, and y is

fixed. Evidently

(17.9) V(x + iy) = V(x) +  f
J a

« dV(x + ir,)

dv
dr\.

For f =x+iv, \v\ ^\y\,

dV(x + iv)c + ir,) ldW(Ç) )        , ,
- = %.{—^-\ = | W'(X) I cos (arg W'{£)),
dv I    df    )

and by Theorem II (a), the first of the relations (ii), and the corollary of

Lemma 7, we have for u = U(x)

dV({)      6(u)
-^ = ^^(l+o(l)) as «-»+00,

di, ir

uniformly for | n| ^0. Therefore,

0(«)
(17.10) F(x+ iy) = V(x) +—— y + o[d(u)], asx->+oo,

ir

uniformly for \y\ Sß.

Since arg W'(z)—»0 as x—>+ oo, uniformly in |y| <w/2, there exists an N'

such that for u^N' every curve L„, |y| <ir/2, is represen table in the form

^ =/»(«)> where dfy(u)/du is continuous and approaches 0 as m—->+ oo, uni-

formly for |y| <7r/2. Let m= U(x), m'= U(x+iy) and let x be so large that u,

u'^N"^N',where N" is so chosen that\dfv(u)/du\ <1 for m = N". Hence(26)

(26) 6*(u, u') — max 6{t) for t between u and u'.
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\f„(u) - V(x +iy)\ =| /„(«) - /,(«') | < | m - m' I = 0*(«, m') I r ~
I •/ u     9(t)

By Theorem III (b), JÍ[9(t)]-Ht = o(l) and, by the Corollary of Lemma 7,

0*(m, m')/0(m)—>1 as m—> + ». We find therefore

| /,(«) - F(x + iy) | = 0(m) o(l), as u -* + »,

uniformly in |y| <x/2. Hence we obtain from (17.10)

0(«)
(17.11) fy(u) = V(x)-\-y + o[6(u)] asM->+»,

X

uniformly for |y| ij/3.

Let now an e, 0<e<x/8, be assigned. We may apply (17.11) for the par-

ticular value of ß = x/2 — e. Let the curves L„ for y = ir/2 — e and y = — x/2 + e,

for sufficiently large u, be represented by the equations v=f+(u) and v =/_(m),

respectively. Then it follows from (17.11) that

U(u) = F(x) + 0(m) Fy - -IJ + o[0(m)],

/_(«) = F(x) + 0(m) [7 - y] + «M«)]

as M—>+ ». Addition and subtraction of these expressions give

A(m)+/_(m)
F(x) =-h o[0(m) |,

(17.12)

/+(«) - /_(«) = 0(m) [l - -£] + o[0(m)],

respectively. Substituting 9(u) =<f>+(u) —<p-(u) into the second expression we

find

[*+(«) - U(u)] + [/_(«) - 4>_(m)] = — 0(m) + o[6(u)].
X

Since each of the summands on the left-hand side is greater than or equal to 0,

0 = <f>+(u) - /+(«) = [^ + o(l)l d(u),

0 ^ /_(«) - 0_(m) ^    — + o(l)   0(m).

Hence we obtain from the first of the relations (17.12)
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<t>+(u) + <t>-(u)        r    2e 1
(17.13) F(»)-—-— + [X- +0(1)1 fl(«)

for a suitable X, |\| = 1. Substitution of (17.13) into (17.11) gives

0(m) T2í 1
/•(«) = è(<M«) + *-(«)) +-y +   — X + o(l)   0(m)     as m -» + oo,

ir L ir J

uniformly for | y ] ^0. This proves our result in the above stated weaker form,

since it shows that, for all |y| ^0,

(17.14)
0(m)      I      F2e 1

fy(u) - +(u)-y   =    — + o(l) \8(u) < €0(«),
TT L IT J

for all sufficiently large u, say u^N = N(e; ß)^N".

b. Using this (weaker) result only we shall prove part (iv) of our theorem

below. Anticipating here part (iv), we can readily prove (16.1) in the com-

plete form, namely that o[0(m)] in (16.1) holds uniformly for |y| <ir/2.

Let «, 0<e<ir/8, be given. Choose 0 = ir/2 —e/2 and determine the index

N(e; ir/l-e/2) so that (17.14) holds. Let ir/2-e/2 <y <ir/2. Then, by part

(iv), there exists an Ni(e) = N such that all points w = u+ifv(u) with u^Ni

lie in the exterior of S(3_e/2, i.e., either

0(m) ,1(u) ( -k        \

or

4>-(u) < fy(u) < t(u) +
8(u)(«)/ t\

Since we assumed ir/2 — e/2<y<ir/2 and limyjT/2/K(w) =<b+(u), the first in-

equality holds. Similarly, if — ir/2<y< — ir/2 + e/2, the second inequality

holds. Hence, for all u^Ni(e),

6(u)
fv(u) - ip(u)-y < ed(u) for all  | y | < ir/2.

(iv) Let « be given as stated in the theorem. By (17.14) there exists an

N= N(t/ir; a) such that all points w(ETa with %w^N are contained in the

region

8(u)           6(u)                       .       0(«)           8(u)
\p(u)-a-e < v < y/(u) i-a -\-e,        m 2; iv.

IT IT IT IT

This proves that the part of Ta which lies in w = ./V is contained in Sa+t. In

a similar manner it may be seen that it contains the part of S„-c within « 2r iV.

(v)  Relation (16.2) follows immediately from the first of the relations (ii)

and part (iv) if we observe that, for w = W(z), Z'(w) = l/W'(z).
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18. Corollaries of Theorem X. We now prove the following corollaries.

Corollary 1.7/5 is an L-strip with boundary inclination 7, |t| <x/2 at

u = + », then parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem X remain unchanged and parts (ii)

and (v) are to be replaced by the relations

(ii*) linw., I W'(z)\/9(u) = (cosy)/ir,\imx^+x [log | W'(z)\ ]/\z\ =0, uni-

formly in y,

(v*) limu,+00 [|Z'(w) I 0(m)] =x/cos y, uniformly for w = u+iv£Sg,

0</3<x/2, respectively. Moreover, uniformly for w£5,

v — \b(u)
(18.1) Y(w) = x-^-^- + o(l) asM->+».

0(m)

To prove the corollary we rotate the coordinate system through the angle

y in the positive direction, thus obtaining a new set of coordinates (m, v),

ü+iv = w, where w = e~iyw. Let, for sufficiently large ü, v = 4>+(u) and v = <j>-(u)

represent C+ and C_, respectively. Consider a point C: w = m+ízj£S and let

w = e~i"<w. Denote the points u+id>-(u), u+id>+(u), in the w-plane, and

m+í<¿_(m), ü+i<f>+(ü) in the w-plane by A, B, A, B respectively. In the tri-

angle A AC, the angles A and A approach x/2 and x/2—¡7! respectively,

and in 7373C, the angles 73 and 73 approach x/2 and x/2— [-y| respectively as

m—►+ », uniformly with respect to the position of C on AB. Hence

AC      sin! 1 73C 1
(18.2) —- =->-,       —->- as m —» + ».

j4C      sin A       cos 7 7JC      cos 7

and therefore (0(m) =<p+(u) — </>_(m))

ZT? _ 0(m)
(18.3) 0(m) = ^173 = AC + BC =-+ o(AB) = -(1 + o(l);

cos y cos 7

as m —» + »,

the convergence in (18.2) and (18.3) being uniform with respect to the posi-

tion of C on ^473.

Now (ii*) follows immediately if we observe that for W(z) =e~iyW(z) by

Theorem X (ii) and subsequently by (18.3), uniformly for |y| ^j3:

1 I W'(z) I I W'(z) I _
— =   Um    '   _ W|    =   i;m   _L-Lii_i û=cRW(z);u = %W(z),
X i-»+oo       Q(u) 1-.+ «   0(m) cos 7

and that

log I W'(z) I       log I W'(z) I

To prove now that part (iii) of Theorem X remains unchanged, we note

that in  the  figure which  was used above, AC = v—<p-(u), BC = <p+(u)—v,
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AC = v—4>-(ü), BC=<p+(ü)—v. From (18.2) we obtain therefore (leaving off

the arguments u, u)

1 1
(18.4)    v - 0_ = (v - <*>_)-+ o(0),     <p+- v = (<p+- v)-+ o(0),

cos 7 cos 7

as u—T+ », uniformly with respect to the position of C on .473. By Theorem X

(iii), there exists an N (independent of y), such that any line A„: y = const.

(\y\ <t/2) is mapped by w= W(z) onto a curve L„ which, for all u = N, can

be represented in the form (^ = ^[</>++0_]) :

_     9 . ,   ,
v = ip -\-y + o(0) asw-++ », uniformly for | y | < x/2.

X

Hence, for w = u+vi on L„ (ü = N), uniformly^for |y| <x/2,

S - 0_ = — Ty + y + o(l)l        4>+ - v = — Ty - y + o(l) j

as w—> + ». Substituting these values for v— <p- and <p+ — v into the first and

second equations of (18.4), respectively and using (18.3) we find that there

exists an N (independent of y) such that any point w = u+iv on Ly with u^N

satisfies the relations

(18.5) v-<t>- = —|y + y + 0(1)1,       <p+ - v = — Ty - y + 0(1)1,

as «—>+», uniformly in  |y| <x/2. Subtraction of the second equation in

(18.5) from the first gives

0 .     ,
(18.6) v = \(/ -\-y + o(0) as u —» + », uniformly in | y \ < x/2.

x

It may be shown now by use of (18.6) (as in the proof of part (iv) of Theo-

rem X) that the statement of part (iv) remains unchanged in the case of any y,

\y\ <x/2. Part (v*) of the corollary follows then from part (ii*) in the same

manner as part (v) of the theorem follows from part (ii).

Finally, (18.1) is obtained by solving (18.6) for y, since for w = M+inon L¡:

Y(w)=t.

Corollary 2. Let S be an L-strip with the boundary inclination y,

\y\ <x/2, at u = + ».

(i) 7/7 = 0, then for Zi=xx+iyi, Zt=Xi+iyt, \x2—xi| -=M (M = const.),

(18.7) U(z2) - U(zx) = — (x2 - x,) + o[0(m)]
X
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uniformly for \y\ <ir/2 as xi, *2—> + °o. Here u may be taken equal to any num-

ber between Mi and m2.

In particular, if limu,+00 0(m)=0 exists, then (18.7) becomes

(18.7*) U(z2) - U(zi) =—(X2- xi) + o(l).
ir

(ii)  If lim sup„»+J 0(m) =0*,   lim infu,+00  0(m)=0+,  then,  uniformly in

\y\ <*/2,

0* cos2 y U(z) U(z)      8* cos2 y
(18.8) - = lim inf —— = lim sup-1- =-

ir i-»+oo       x x-»+«>       X ir

Thus, i/limu_+M 0(m) =0 exists:

U(z)      8 cos2 7                    JF(z)      0 cos 7
(18.8*) lim —- =- , lim —^- =- e*.

Z->+«        X IT !->+«> Z If

Remark. In the case that

(18.9) lim <f>+(u) = <f>+, lim <p-(u) = <£_ exist,
«—*+» «—>+«

both of these parts are known theorems(27).

Proof, (i) Let Mi= U(zi), u2= U(z2), x2 = xj. By Theorems III (b) and IV (b)

C "2   du C "2   du
(18.10) - «i + x —- = x2 - xi ^ t(1 + e2) -— + is,

JUl   8(u) JUI    8(u)

lim ek = 0,   * - 1, 2, 3.

By the corollary of Lemma 7, for any m between «i and m2:

'"2    d/ 1

0(0        0(m)
(m2 — Mi)(l + €4), lim   €4 = 0.

Substituting  this value of J%[8(t)]~1dt into  (18.10)  and observing  that

|x2-xi| £M, we find (18.7).

(27) In the case that 0+— <t>- = 6>0, (18.7*) has been proved under the less restrictive

hypothesis that 5 is a region as described in the statement of Carathéodory's theorem in the

remark of §16, whose boundary curves C+ and C_ (which approach the aysmptotes v = <j>+ and

t> = <£_ respectively) satisfy an additional condition regarding their "oscillation" ("Reguläre

Unbewalltheit"). See Wolff [l, p. 217], Warschawski [l, p. 326], Ostrowski [l, p. 117, relation

(21.2)]. For 9 = 0, Ostrowski [l, p. 177] proved (18.7*) under the assumption that S is an

i-strip satisfying (18.9). Compare also Ostrowski's extension of the first case (9>0) to regions

with general boundaries [2, pp. 88, 95].—Part (ii) of Corollary 2, under the assumption (18.9)

is due to Ostrowski [l, p. 174, relation (62.1)].
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(ii) Assume first that 7 = 0. Then it is sufficient to prove that

0* M M 0*
(18.11)       — g lim inf- = lim sup-=" — ;       uniformly for !í£5.

ir u-+=o    X(w) «-»+»    X(w)        T

Let e>0 be given. Take Ui so large that

0* - e ^ 0(m) S 0* + e for m = mi.

By Theorem X (i), uniformly for !»£5, as m—>+ oo,

m m m       0(£)

•/:

X(w) fu   dt M — Mi       ir

KM

Mi < $ < M.

Hence, keeping mi fixed, we have

0*  — € M M 0* + €
- ^ lim inf- á lim sup-^-•

IT M^+»      X(W) X(w) IT

Since e is arbitrary this proves (18.11).

If 7^0, \etw = e'iyw, W(z)=U(z)+iV(z)=e-in>W(z). Moreover, let 8(u)

be defined in the w-plane as 8(u) is in the w-plane. Then, by the part just

proved,

1               _                         U(z)                    V(z)       1
(18.12)      — lim inf 0(m) = lim inf- =" lim sup-£ —lim sup0(«).

IT     «—*+oo x—*+oo        X X—*+oo X IT      «—*+«

Now

_ _ _ (        V(z) 1
U(z) = ¿7(z) cos 7 — F(z) sin y = U(z) cos 7< 1 — :=— tan 7 V .

Here V(z)/U(z)—>0 as x—>+ 00, uniformly for |y| <w/2. Using this relation

in connection with (18.3) we obtain (18.8) from (18.12).

VI. Applications

19. The general result. We shall now apply our results to the study of the

mapping function in a neighborhood of a finite boundary point w0 of a region

bounded by a closed Jordan curve. First we derive from our results a theorem

which deals with a certain general boundary configuration and then apply

it to various special cases.

(a) Let R be the interior of a closed Jordan curve V in the co-plane and

let w = 0 be on T. Suppose that in a neighborhood of w = 0, say |co| ¿a, T con-

sists of two arcs r+ and T_ which are represented in polar coordinates in the

form

<t> = *+(p),       <f> = <Mp),
0 < p = a,        $+(p) < $-(p),
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respectively, the functions  i)+(p),  &-(p) being continuous in the interval

0<p?Sa. The region

0 < p < a,        $+(p) < </> < $_(p)

is contained in R. We set 0(p) = <ï>_(p) — $+(p) and *(p) =^[<ï>_(p) + i>+(p)].

Suppose that $+(p) and "^(p) are absolutely continuous in any closed in-

terval within 0 <p ^a awa* ¿Aa¿ p [a'<ï)+(p)/a,p] awa" p [a'i'-^Va'p], which exist for

0<p^a except possibly for a set of measure 0, approach the same limit, tan y,

\y\ <x/2,asp^0.

Finally, let f = f(co) map 7? conformally onto the circle |f —1| <1 in such

a manner that a> = 0 corresponds to f = 0 and let w=co(f) denote its inverse

function.

(b) Logarithmic transformation of 7? by means of the function (28)

w = log ( 1 /co) and of the circle | f — 11 < 1 by means of z = log [(2 — f )/f ] gives

at once the following results:

Theorem XI(A).   Under the above stated hypotheses we have(29):

(i)  7/7 = 0, then for any branch of log f(w), |w| =p, uniformly in R,

log r(«)
lim
p->0

/.

dr

r@(r)

(ii)   Uniformly in any angle | arg f | ^ß<ir/2, as f—>0,

I «'(r) I     e(p)
»(f)

cos 7, to    = p.

(iii) Any circular arc\t,t fixed, \t\ <x/2: {arg {(2 — í)/f} =¿, |f —1| <l}

is mapped by «(f) onto a curve lt which in a neighborhood of co = 0 is represent-

able in the form

0 = *(p)-t + o[e(p)] asp^O,
X

uniformly for \t\ <x/2.

(28) i? is transformed by u; = log 1/w into an L-strip 5 whose boundary curves C+ and C-

are given by the equations v = <p+(u) = — *+(e~"), t> = (£_(«) = —*_(e_u), respectively. To see

that C+ (and similarly CJ) has an i-tangent at u = + °°, one only has to note that

«+(««) - *+(«,)                  1        f "» d#+ _,            ,.   ,    .   tanT    f2rfp
■- =-I      —— dp = - (1 + e)- —

«2 — Ml «2   —   «1 "V        ¿P «2   —   «1 •%,       P

It    I      \ « l0g P2 ~  l0g Pl «    1     \ *
=  — (1 + e) tan y-= (1 + t) tan y,

«2 — U\

where e—>0 as p,, P2—>0.

(z9) Part (A) follows from Theorem X and Corollary 1 of this theorem.
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(iv) Let aa denote the region within \ f — 11 < 1 which is bounded by the two

circular arcs arg {(2— f)/f ] =a and arg {(2— f)/f} = —a, 0<a<w/2, let ra

be its image in the u-plane by means of co(f), and let Sß (O<0<ir/2) denote the

region {0<p<a, |cp-^(p)| ^(0/ir)@(p)}.

If0<a±e<ir/2, e>0, then there exists an r = r(e; a) such that the part of ra

which lies in 0 <p ^r contains that part of sa_t which is in p^r and is contained

in sa+t.

(v)_ Uniformly in any region Sß, 0 <0 <ir/2,

f»

f(a>)   I 0(p) COS 7
as    to   = p —> 0.

(vi)  Uniformly in R, for co = pe'*,

<p - -i(p)
(19.1) argf(co)=x-— + o(l) asco->0.

@(p)

Theorem XI   (B). If in addition to the hypotheses stated in  §19  (a),

p[d&+(p)/dp] and p[d$-(p)/dp] are continuous for O^p^a and the integrals

/'" C" Ca   @'2(p)I d(P$'+(p)) |,      I      | d(p$L(p)) |,      I      ——— dp converge,
p=0 «/p-o Jo       ©(p)

then there exists a constant c>0 such that, for w = pe'*,

( C" l + (r*'(r))2 4>-*(p) )
(19.3)   |f(w)| =cexT>\-Tr\    -\   y'  dr + T    —  "ten 7 + o(l) I

I        J p r@(r) @(p) )

as 03—»0 in any way at all in R(30).

(c) Remark. If T is a curve as described in §19 (a) and if, in addition the

integrals

/'"   /d<t>+\2 dp                 ra   /<f<ï>_\2 dp
p I-) -    and      I     p(-) -    converse,

„     V dp ) ©(p)               Jo     \ ¿p /  @(p)

/Aew 7 = 0(31) awd /Ae integral /°(p^r'2(p)/0(p))¿p exists, and therefore by the

corollary of Theorem IV (§7), (19.3) reduces to

(19.5)      | f(co) | = c' exp < - ir I-h o(l) \ as u->0 in R (c' = const.).
(.        J p   r@(r) J

(d) Corollary. Le/ R be a region in the u-plane satisfying the hypotheses

(30) Part (B) follows from the corollary to Theorem VIII (§14).

(31) If 7 were not 0, the convergence of either of the integrals (19.4) would imply that of

SI [''©M \~ldr, and this integral diverges.
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of §19 (a). If in addition, limp^0 8(p)=0 exists, then we have(32):

(i) 7/7 = 0, for f 1 and foin | f — 11 < 1, for which 0 <Ci < | fi/f 2| <c2 (ex, c2
consts.),

o(fo)

'(fi)

»It

(l+o(l)) asfi, f2^0,

uniformly in the circle | f — 11 < 1.
(ii) As f—>0 in I f — 1 j < 1 in any way at all,

log 1 «(f) I       0 log w(r)       0    .
(19.6) ■-j—¡->—cos2 7,-> — e'T cos 7.

log I f I x log f X

(iii) As f—>0 i» any awg/e | arg f | ^a<x/2(33),

log I «'(f) I       0
(19.7) * '  ,    ,  ' -> — cos2 7-1.

log I f I x

We now apply these results to various special cases.

20. Boundary "elements" with bounded argument oscillation. Let T be a

curve as described in §19 (a) for which i>+(p) and $-(p) are bounded for

0 < p ^ a. Then, necessarily, 7 = 0(34), and the results of § 19 hold with 7 replaced

by 0. We consider the case where

(20.1) lim í"+(p) = 4>+    and    lim $-(p) = <p_   exist.
p-*0 p-»0

(a) Corners. If 9=<p-—</>+>0, then T has an L-corner of measure 0 at

w = 0 (see §2). In this case parts (ii), (iii) and (vi) of Theorem XI (A) are

known, (ii) has been proved by Ostrowski, even under the weaker hypothesis

that r has a corner at w = 0 (and not necessarily an L-corner), and (iii) and

(vi) express the fact that the map is quasi-conformal at w = 0. Furthermore,

the results of the corollary for this case as well as those for 0 = 0 are due to

Ostrowski (see (27)).

Formulas (19.3) and (19.5) give expressions for the order of magnitude of

|f(w)|. One may ask here, when, in particular, Ç(w)~ccûTie as w—>0 in R+T

(c = constant ¿¿O). This question has received much attention in the recent lit-

(32) For parts (i) and (ii) see Corollary 2 of Theorem X (§18, (18.7*) and (18.8*)).

(33) The relation (19.7) follows from Theorem XI (A), (ii) and (19.6) if one observes that

log I co'GOl. = log I û,(f)| - log I f| f log [ —^cos 7] + o(l)

as f —»0 in Iarg f I ¿a<w/2.
(M) If y were not equal to 0, we would have since (á*+/^p)p—>tan 7i (pi<p2),

I       ,   n /si       \   f' d*+  , I tanT|   f "' dr
I  *+(P2) - *+(pi)    = -^dp   ê L~[i —

\Jpx     dp 2       JPl    r

for all sufficiently small pi and p2. Keeping p2 fixed and letting pi—»0, we would find that *+(p)

is not bounded.
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erature, especially for the case 0 = ir where this means that f(co) possesses a

nonvanishing derivative at co = 0. Since by (19.1) lim^oarg (f(co)/co'^,9) exists, it

is sufficient to consider lim„,0 |f(w)/wl/9|. The remark of §19 (c) yields the

following result which does not even presuppose any assumption regarding the

existence of limp_0 8(p) or that of the limits (20.1).

Theorem XII. If T is a curve as described in §19 (a) and if the integrals

(19.4) converge, then a necessary and sufficient condition that, for some positive 8,

lim^^o | f (co)/coT/8| exist for unrestricted approach and be different from 0 is that

Ca8-@(p)
(20.2) -dp    converge.

Jo   Pe(p)

For, we have, uniformly in R,

f(w) C /•«    dr ir a        ir \
-   = c' exp < —ir I-1-log-log a + o(l) >
«"» P  I        Jp   r@(r)        8      S   p 8      * /

( ra8-@(r) )
= c"exp^-ir       -—dr + o(l)}

I       Jp     r8@(r) )

as I Co I =p—>0 (c" is a constant different from 0).

Combining this result with (19.1) we find:

Theorem XIII. If V is a curve as described in §19 (a) and if the integrals

(19.4) converge, then a necessary and sufficient condition in order that for some

0 > 0, lim„..o (f (w)/íú*le) exist for unrestricted approach and be different from 0 is

that the conditions (20.1) and (20.2) be satisfied and that <p_—<p+=0.

The sufficiency of the conditions stated is clear. That (20.2) is necessary

follows from Theorem XII. That (20.1) and the relation <p_—4>+ = 8 are

necessary is immediately seen if we observe that arg {f/ [co(f) ]'ie} approaches

a limit as f —»0 in | f — 11 ^1, and then let f—>0, first along the upper and then

along the lower semi-circle of |f —1| =1.

For 0=7T this theorem gives a criterion for the existence of the derivative

of f(co) at a boundary point. Several criteria (sufficient conditions) for the

existence of the angular derivative (i.e., lim{-,0 (co(f)/f) in any fixed angle

| arg f [ f^a<ir/2) are known which apply to even more general types of re-

gions than those bounded by Jordan curves. (For sufficiently smooth bounda-

ries the existence of the derivatives for unrestricted approach can be inferred

from that of the angular derivative.) The sharpest of these criteria to date is

due to Ahlfors(35). Since our theorem refers to a smaller class of regions it

obviously does not contain that of Ahlforsi36). On the other hand, the follow-

(35) Ahlfors [l,p. 36].

i36) However, by use of Theorem XII (B) and a modification of Ahlfors' proof of his cri-

terion, one may obtain a sharper criterion for the existence of the angular derivative.
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ing example shows that it also is not contained in Ahlfors' result: Let T be a

closed Jordan curve through co = 0 and let, in a neighborhood of co = 0

(O^p^a), T consist of the two branches T+ and T_ represented by

0 = Mp) = - v + 5lW- * " $-(p) - T + 52(p)' 5i(p) > °' lim 5,(p) = °'
2 2 p—o

where f¡ [ôi(p)/p]dp is divergent (i=l, 2), /0°{ | 5x(p) - 52(p)| Ip\dp conver-

gent, phi (p) continuous, p(ô,'(p))2 integrable, OíSp^a. It is easily seen that

the hypotheses of Theorem XIII are satisfied and that therefore lim„^o [f (co)/o> ]

exists and does not equal 0. However, one of the conditions of Ahlfors' cri-

terion is not satisfied. Suppose T is mapped by the function w=log (1/co)

onto a strip. The images C+ and C_ of Y+ and T_ are represented by the

equations

v = <t>+(u) = y - Si(e-").        v = ¿_(«) = - — - h(e~u),

respectively. Then (in Ahlfors' notation [l, p. 36]) the series XXim» does

not converge. For, if vk^u^ (v+l)k are the intervals for which the m, are

formed, then

n n       •» (v+X)k /» (n+])fc

k22m'^22 I Ox(e~u)du = ái(e_")¿M-^+ »
>•= 1 i=l *> »* »7 k

as «—>». However, the convergence of this series is one of the conditions of

his criterion.

A corollary of Theorem XIII is the following

Theorem XIV. Let Y be a closed Jordan curve through w = 0 which has an

L-corner of measure 0 at « = 0, formed by the two branches Y+ and T— Suppose

that the angles of inclination of the tangents to Y+ and T_, considered as func-

tions of p, are of bounded variation in a neighborhood of w = 0, 0 á p 5= a. Let f (co)

be defined as in §19 (a). Then, a necessary and sufficient condition that

lim^o (f(co)/wT/e) exist and be different from zero is that the integral (20.2)

converge. ($+(p), $_(p) and 0(p) in (20.2) are defined as in §19 (a).)

Proof. We represent T+ and T_ in the form </> = $+(p) and <£ = <£_(p) re-

spectively, O^p^a, and show first that the integrals (19.4) converge. Let

T+(p) denote the angle of inclination of the tangent to T+ at co = pei*+w (if the'

tangent exists), r+(p) being so chosen that limp.0 r+(p)=<£+ (see (20.1)). As

is well known,

¿*+(p) r x
p —-= tan [t+(p) - $+(p)J.

ap
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To prove the convergence of the first integral in (19.4) it is sufficient to show

that
d*+(ß)

dp

Integration by parts gives (0 = e<a)

d$+

/d$+(p)[r+(p) - 4>+(p) J —-dp   converges.
o                                     dp

/'a d 5*4. C °[r+ - <*>+] —- dp =  - (*+(p) - <t>+)d[r+(p) - *+(p)]
e dp J p_«

+ (*+(p) - <p+)(r+(p) - *+(p))

(*+(p) - <t>+)dr+(p)
-/' *' p=

+  f    (*+(p) - *+)d[*+(p) - <6+] + Jf(e, a),
•'  P=€

where M(e, a) is continuous at e = 0. Since r+(p) is of bounded variation and

$+(p) is continuous for O^p^a, the first of the last two integrals converges

as e—>0. The second of these integrals has the value [J($+(p)— <p+)2]° and it

approaches, therefore, a finite limit as e—>0. This proves (20.3).

Similarly it is shown that the second integral in (19.4) converges and

Theorem XIV follows now from Theorem XIII.

(b) Cusps. Suppose now that V has an L-cusp at co = 0. Our main results

here are the formulas (19.3), with 7 = 0, and (19.5) which give asymptotic ex-

pressions for | f (co) |. Parts (iii) and (vi) of Theorem XI (A) take the place

of the quasi-conformality in the case of a corner. Part (ii) of this theorem

(with 7 = 0) is an extension of Ostrowski 's result which states that under the

weaker assumption that T has a cusp at co = 0 (and not necessarily an L-cusp),

lim¡-_o [w'(f)/(w(f)/f)] = 0, in any fixed angle |arg f | ^ß<ir/2 (cf. the remark

to Theorem X, §16). Similarly, part (i) of Theorem XI (A) can be considered

as a sharper form of (19.6), since it gives the order of magnitude of log | f (co) |

while (19.6) merely states that (log |f(co)|/log |co|)—>+ oo as co—>0. The re-

sults of the corollary are due to Ostrowski (see (")).

Example. It might be of some interest to apply our results to a cusp

formed by two arcs r+ and T_ which have "finite order of contact." T+ and T_

are represented in Cartesian coordinates (£, 17) by the equations

(20.4) V=[a + í({)Ií", V=[b + 5«)]ím, 0 = ? è. {0.

Here a, b, n, m are any real numbers, k = «î>1; if n>m then ô>0, if n = m,

b>a; e(i-), 5(£) have continuous first derivatives, 0^£^£0 and approach 0

with £. It is clear that r+ and T_ form an L-cusp so that Theorem XI (A)

holds. We examine, therefore, the possibility of applying part (B).
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We introduce polar coordinates about w = 0. Using p as parameter and

writing <p = $+(p) on T+ and 0 = í>_(p) on T_ we obtain from (20.4), p>0,

(20.5) psin *+(p) = [a+ e(£)]p"cosn 3>+(p), psin $_(p) = [b+ô(Ç)]pmcosm 4>_(p).

Hence

sin [<i>_(p) — <£+(p)] = pm~1{(b + 5) cos"1 <ï>_ cos <ï>+— (a + e)pn~m cos" 3>+ cos <£_}.

Thus we find

0(p) = <£_ — 3>+ ~ bp™'1    if    « > m;        ©(p) ~ (6 — a)pm_1    if    n = m,

as p—>0. Furthermore, differentiation of the first relation of (20.5) with re-

spect to p gives

d$+
cos $+(p)-= (a + e)(n - l)p"-2 {1 + o(l)} as p -► 0,

dp

so that

p   /á$+ y

and similarly

p    /d4>_ \2
-— (-) =0(p™-2).

8(p) \ dp )

Hence the conditions (19.4) of the remark of §19 (c) are satisfied and there-

fore (19.5) holds.
21. Boundary "elements" with unbounded argument oscillation. Sup-

pose that r is a curve as described in §19 (a) and that limp..o &+(p) and

lim„_o $-(p) are both + » (or — »). In this case T+ and T_ are two "con-

current" spirals having w = 0 as an asymptotic point. Our results of §19 de-

scribed the behavior of f (w) and f '(co) as w approaches the asymptotic point.

However, our methods still apply to a case not included in §19, in which

p(d$+/dp) and p(d<b^/dp) both approach +» (or — »). This case is con-

tained in the following more general configuration.

Let 7? be a simply-connected (single-sheeted) region whose boundary con-

sists of the spirals

r+:   p = p+(4>),       r_:   p = p-(<t>), 4o^<p<co,

and of a Jordan arc connecting the end points (<po, p+(<po)) of T+ and

(<po, p-(4>o)) of r_. It is assumed that p+(<p) and p-(<p) are positive and ab-

solutely continuous in any interval 4>aík<l>ík4>i< », and that (1 /p+(<p))dp+/d<p

and (l/p-(<p))dp-/dp which exist for almost all <£2:<p0, both approach the limit

— tan y, 171 <x/2 as <p—> » . The region

(21.1) 4>o < (f> < »,       p+(4>) < p < p-(4>)
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is contained in R. We set

1 1 1 r 1 11
@(<t>) =- log—— - log—— ,       *(p) « —   l°S—- + log-7TT   ■

P+(<t>) p-(<p) 2 L      p+(<p) p-(4>) J

There exists a function f (co) which maps R conformally onto the circle

|f —1| <1 in such a manner that lim f(co) =0 as arg co—>+ », co being in the

region (21.1). The inverse function of f(co) will again be denoted by co(f).

The function w = u+iv = i log (1/co) =i log (l/p)+cp maps R onto an

L-strip 5 in the w-plane with the boundary inclination y at u = + oo . We map

the circle |f—1| <1 onto the strip \y\ <ir/2 by means of the function

z = log {(2—f)/f] (z = 0, when f= 1). In this way we have again reduced our

problem to that of a strip. We can carry over all our theorems on L-strips

thus obtaining results on f (co) and co(f) as arg co—> + co for co in (21.1) and

f^Oin |f-l| <1.
To apply Theorem IX and to obtain the analogue of Theorem XI (B) we

assume here that the integrals

r iäv,    r utm,    rü»,
J*-*a\     \p+(*)/l J<t>=*J     \P-(*)/l J Oo      ®(*)

converge. There is no difficulty in actually writing out the results obtained

for this case.
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